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by Art Joyce
Three years after 33,000 litres of 

jet fuel was spilled into Lemon Creek, 
the federal government has laid 
charges against the BC government, 
Executive Flight Centre and truck 
driver Danny La Sante. 

Government agencies specifically 
named in the charges are the Ministry 
of Forests, Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations and the Ministry 
of Transportation and Infrastructure. 
The case goes to trial September 13 
in Nelson.

Chief Federal Prosecutor Todd 
Gerhart has filed eight charges – two 
counts of violating section 36(3) of 
the federal Fisheries Act (the deposit 
of a deleterious substance in a water 
frequented by fish) and six counts 
of violating section 6(2) of the BC 
Environmental Management Act 
(cause or allow waste to be introduced 
into the environment in the course 
of conducting a prescribed industry, 
trade or business).

Slocan Valley resident Marilyn 
Burgoon, who brought a private 
prosecution forward in the case last 
year, is pleased, to say the least. 
“The positive thing is we’ve shown 
that the public prosecutor should 
take over in such cases, and it should 
happen with the Mt. Polley spill 
and the Saskatchewan spill too,” 
she says, referring to an oil spill 
near Maidstone, Saskatchewan that 
dumped 200,000 litres into the North 
Saskatchewan River in late July.

West Coast Environmental Law 
(WCEL), which supported Burgoon’s 
private prosecution, credits her with 
keeping the case alive, “with a little 
help from our Environmental Dispute 
Resolution Fund. When the Province 
wouldn’t act, Marilyn laid her own 
charges – a course of action that 
led directly to a federal government 
appointed prosecutor laying new 
charges” on July 22. WCEL put 
Burgoon in touch with lawyers Lilina 
Lysenko and Jeff Jones. (Jones was 
Alexandra Morton’s lawyer in her 

Federal prosecutor lays charges in Lemon Creek case
private prosecution against a fish 
farm company on the west coast, 
and the federal government took 
over and laid charges in that case.) 
Staff counsel Andrew Gage writes 
on the WCEL blog that thousands 
of Canadians wrote the federal 
government demanding action in 
the Lemon Creek case, pressure 
that appears to have worked. But he 
tempers his triumphant note with a 
word of caution.

“Although the charges are 
yet more evidence that private 
prosecutions can be an important 
environmental law tool – in an ideal 
world the government, not private 
citizens, should be laying charges.”

Gage points out that in fact, the 
incidence of governments pursuing 
legal action for environmental 
damages has been on the decline in 
recent years, partly due to massive 
cuts to field staff responsible for 
compliance and enforcement. There 
are still no charges laid in the Mt. 
Polley mine tailings dam break. 

Unfortunately, due to current 
legislation, there’s no provision for 
Burgoon to recoup her expenses for 
the private prosecution now that the 
federal prosecutor has taken over. 
Retired federal Fisheries Department 
biologist Otto Langer has pointed 
out that this in itself is an injustice, 
forcing citizens to bear the cost 
of prosecutions that should be the 
responsibility of government. But 
Burgoon isn’t complaining. She’s just 
glad that justice may finally be done 
for all those affected by the Lemon 
Creek spill. She definitely thinks the 
new Trudeau government had at least 
something to do with it. 

“Under the new government, 
hopefully they’ll move on these 
cases without having to be prodded 
by private prosecutions. They had 
the money to do a huge investigation. 
They have far greater access to 
information than I do as a private 
prosecutor.”

Another factor she cites as 

keeping the case alive is the media 
support she received both locally and 
nationally. Burgoon, who worked 
with the late Colleen McCrory 
on Valhalla Wilderness Society 
campaigns, cites her as a mentor in 
this case. “She was very good with 
media. She really understood that 
public shaming of government is 
what it takes sometimes to get any 
action. If you don’t bring media 

attention to these situations, it’ll just 
get ignored. ‘Never give up’ is my 
motto.”

What does Burgoon expect 
out of the prosecution? “There has 
to be financial consequences to 
what they’ve done, but also stiffer 
regulations for carrying toxins 
through narrow mountain valleys. 
I understood the driver was from 
Alberta so they don’t even know 

the area – they need to be better 
instructed.”

The civil suit being litigated by 
David Aaron as a class action is still 
proceeding through the courts, citing 
as damages health issues, loss of 
crops, contamination of shallow wells 
and the right to enjoy one’s home. An 
appeal to the BC Ombudsman’s office 
by valley resident John Wittmayer 
was inconclusive. 

West African Summit, with Alpha YaYa Diallo on guitar and vocals and dancer N’nato Camara, played Saturday night at the Unity Music Festival. Story on page 11.
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by Jan McMurray
The hot topic in New Denver 

these days is public toilets. First 
discussed at a public meeting July 19, 
the issue was re-visited at the August 
2 Committee of the Whole meeting, 
and is on the agenda again for the 
August 9 regular council meeting.

The Village has received a CBT 
grant to improve Mori Trail, and 
the project plan includes installing 
three outhouse style ‘vault toilets’ 
along the trail – one at the bottom 
of the main street, one at the end 
of Eldorado Street at the mouth of 
Carpenter Creek, and one at the 
recycling depot/Denver Canyon 
trailhead.

On August 2, about 25 members 
of the public crammed into council 
chambers to ask questions and make 
suggestions about public toilets.

Although Mayor Bunka says the 
proposed vault toilet at the bottom 
of the main street is a short-term 
solution while council works out 
a plan for flush toilets downtown, 
several people at the meeting 
indicated that they don’t want to see 
the downtown vault toilet installed at 
all. “We need to do it right the first 
time,” one resident said.

Alternative solutions included 
flush toilets at Bosun Hall, the Silvery 
Slocan Museum, or the former 
Eldorado grocery store; subsidies for 
businesses that open their washrooms 
to the public; and portable toilets 
rather than vault toilets for the short 
term.

The Bosun Hall solution is the 
one the Village is seriously looking 
at for the long-term plan. The Village 
owns the hall, and LACE, the local 
non-profit organization that manages 

Public toilets saga continues in New Denver
it, has plans for year-round public 
washrooms there. Mayor Bunka says 
the construction of public washrooms 
at Bosun Hall could take up to ten 
years, depending on the results of 
a structural assessment currently 
being done of the building. The other 
factor that could delay the project is 
funding. The CAO indicated that the 
Village would be looking for grant 
funding for the project.

LACE President Carol Bell was 
at the August 2 meeting. “I know it 
doesn’t have to be ten years,” she 
said. “When the assessment comes 
in, it will be very do-able. I have the 
blueprints here that show how it can 
be done.” She said LACE doesn’t 
want to be responsible for cleaning 
the toilets, but the organization has 
some money for the project and is 
willing to do “whatever we can to 
make it work.”

The Bosun Hall assessment 
report has no set due date, according 
to CAO Bruce Woodbury. In an email 
July 22, the CAO told the Valley 
Voice that the inspection of the hall 
had been done, and the contractor 
was in the report writing stage. He 
said the report would be submitted 
“Maybe in a month or so, but that 
depends on the technical issues they 
do or don’t run into while they review 
their data.”

Mayor Bunka said council had 
decided against the Silvery Slocan 
Museum building at the bottom of the 
main street for the public washroom. 
“The septic system there is holding 
its own with what’s coming through 
there now,” she said, adding there is 
very limited space on the property for 
an upgraded septic system.

The former Eldorado grocery 

store on the main street is advertised 
for sale at the low price of $79,000. 
One resident suggested that the 
Village purchase it, demolish the 
building (“You have the equipment 
so the cost wouldn’t be excessive”) 
and build a washroom building on the 
property. Mayor Bunka said council 
had not considered the Eldorado 
building. She said it “has its own set 
of issues” and that the septic system 
would have to be “completely re-
done.”

Another resident offered to create 
a committee to raise funds and “fast 
track” a public washroom downtown. 
He suggested male and female 
toilets with showers, and lobbied for 
amortizing the project over 20 years, 
pointing out that interest rates are low 
right now.

Another idea has been put 
forward in a letter, proposing that the 
Village provide funding to businesses 
for opening their washrooms to the 
public. Mayor Bunka said she had 
forwarded the letter to all council 
members.

Finally, Lorie Langford of Sweet 
Dreams B&B suggested deferring 
the installation of the vault toilets. 
“My suggestion, if the end goal is to 
have proper flush toilets, is to defer 
installation of vault toilets with the 
rental of portapotties,” she said. The 
Village could then assess whether or 
not the toilets were being used “in 
the way you are imagining.” She said 
she has seen toilet paper on the trail 
and she feels the vault toilets won’t 
stop that. 

As former director on the board 
of the Tourism Action Society of 
the Kootenays (TASK), Langford 
said “New Denver was conceived 

as the jewel in the crown of the trail 
system,” so the vault toilet “degrades 
the initiative for the vision of my 
lifetime.” She said CBT would not be 
opposed to any delay in the project 
because they funded the studies 
TASK did for the trail system. She 
said the community had been asking 
for flush toilets for more than 30 
years, and CBT would be happier 
to fund something the community 
supports.

When the longer-term plan 
of downtown flush toilets comes 
together, Mayor Bunka said no plans 
had yet been made for the vault 
toilet at the end of the main street. 

However, she said it could be moved 
to the rest area at the recycling depot/ 
Denver Canyon trailhead so there 
would be two there. CAO Woodbury 
added that perhaps it could be sold to 
the RDCK, which has an extensive 
trail system.

Other information imparted at the 
meeting: proposed locations for the 
vault toilets are all within municipal 
right of way; all health regulations 
will be followed; garbage cans will 
be placed near the toilets; the vault 
toilets will be cleaned regularly. 
Two people said it was important to 
educate visitors so that they don’t use 
the bushes as toilets. 

submitted
A sharp increase in black bear 

activity has been noticed in and around 
New Denver and Silverton in recent 
weeks according to WildSafeBC 
Coordinator Bree Lillies. The main 
component in the spike is fruit trees.

“When bears start using the 
community as a foraging area for human-
provided foods such as fruit trees, then 
conflicts develop and it ends up being 
dangerous to both bears and people,” 
says Lillies.

It is the season to be extra vigilant 
with attractants such as fruit trees, 
garbage, compost, bird feeders, BBQs 
and pet food. 

Help keep wildlife wild and the 
community safe by considering these 
attractant management tips:

• Pick your fruit as it ripens and clean 
up windfall. If you have excess fruit that 
you cannot manage, contact Harvest 
Share 250-354-8120.

• Keep all garbage secure until the 
morning of collection day. Wash out 
garbage and recycling bins regularly 
to reduce smells that may attract bears.

Black bears in town; be extra vigilant with attractants
• Ensure your compost has equal 

amounts of brown and green materials. 
Avoid overloading the compost in 
fruit season – freeze material and add 
gradually.

• Take birdfeeders down until the 
end of bear season.

• Clean barbeques after use by 
burning off the grill entirely. Remove 
and clean the grease trap after every use.

• Feed all pets indoors and store all 
pet food and dishes securely inside.

To report human-wildlife conflict 
where public safety may be at risk, call 
the RAPP line at 1-877-952-7277.

For more information, contact Bree 
Lillies at newdenver@wildsafebc.com 
or by phone 250-354-8120.  Check out 
www.wildsafebc.com and follow them 
on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
wildsafebc/newdenver-nakusp.

WildSafeBC New Denver is grateful 
for the support from the Ministry of 
Environment, Columbia Basin Trust, 
Regional District of Central Kootenay, 
the Village of New Denver, and 
the British Columbia Conservation 
Foundation.

The Mori Trail crew – Bruce Phelan, Lucas Bolivar, Sonja Lercher, and Jamie Grierson – have 
been working on improving and extending the Mori Trail since mid-July.
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SHELLEY BORTNICK, 
MSW, RSW

Individual, couple and 
family therapist

25+ years experience
Offers counselling services involving 

mental health (depression, anxiety, 
etc.), addictions, grief and loss, 
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call 

250-265-3397

Our valley’s green 
grocer since 1990 

• Fresh 
• Organic 

• Wholesome 
1290 Hwy #6 

Crescent Valley
250-359-7323

Open daily (Closed X’mas 
& New Year’s day)

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work, 
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal

WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS
359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

by Jan McMurray
Kaslo council has decided to 

leave the portapotties in Front Street 
Park until after Labour Day, despite 
a letter from the North Kootenay 
Lake Arts and Heritage Council 
(NKLAHC) asking the Village 
to remove them immediately and 
“commence meaningful consultation 
with NKLAHC, the Chamber of 
Commerce, local health agencies, the 
Kaslo Senior Citizens Association, 
and other stakeholders, in order 
to implement a Community Toilet 
Scheme on Front Street.”

In a Community Toilet Scheme, 
private businesses are given 

Organizers of Kaslo Saturday Market peed off about portapotties
subsidies or incentives to allow their 
washrooms to be used by the public.

The letter, which says that 
NKLAHC finds the portapotties 
to be “unsightly and a visual 
embarrassment to the Park, to the 
Market, and to the Village,” is a 
response to a letter from CAO Neil 
Smith.

Smith’s letter explains that the 
portapotties are a temporary solution 
“until a fuller policy and set of 
arrangements are determined by 
council.” He adds that if council 
decides to install the portapotties in 
the park again in 2017, he believes 
that the rental charge for the park 

could possibly increase to cover the 
costs of maintaining the facilities.

NKLAHC’s response letter 
says the organization is “especially 
perplexed” about suggestions 
that Saturday Market vendors 
or NKLAHC should pay for the 
maintenance of these toilets in future. 
If the market has to pay 100% of the 
cost of the portapotties, estimated 
at $5,000-$6,000 per year by the 
Village, the cost to the market would 
be between $312.50 and $375 per 
market day. 

Based on observations by 
Market organizers during two 
Saturday Markets in July, only 6% 

of Kaslo Saturday Market patrons 
are using the portapotties. So, the 
Saturday Market does not need 
its own dedicated portable toilets, 
NKLAHC tells the Village in its 
response letter. “It is a huge waste 
of Village resources to provide 
portable toilets for 25 people once a 
week, when toilets already exist in 
the Village that can easily meet that 
modest demand.”

Finally, NKLAHC points out 
that it has an arrangement with two 
Front Street merchants who permit 
vendors to use their washrooms. 
“NKLAHC knows that a Community 
Toilet Scheme works, because we are 
already doing it!”

Council has begun its research 
into a Community Toilet Scheme 
for Kaslo. CAO Smith has written 
to John Eckland, Kaslo Hotel owner, 
to ask for the hotel’s views on the 
scheme. In his letter, Smith explains 
that the scheme is not common in BC 
and poses some problems, as local 
governments are restricted in regards 
to assisting businesses and are not 
mandated to provide public toilets. 
He says a Community Toilet Scheme 
run by the Village would require 
“a bylaw, legal agreements and 
significant insurance arrangements.” 
He suggests that the Chamber or 

another not for profit organization 
could run such a program and 
the Village could contribute some 
funding.

Eckland’s reply states that the 
hotel is open to a Community Toilet 
Scheme, depending on its terms and 
conditions with respect to “insurance 
to cover additional liabilities, 
maintaining complete control over 
access to its property and its hours of 
operation, being fairly compensated 
for its additional costs, wear and tear 
and vandalism.” He says the hotel 
feels the scheme should begin on a 
one-year trial basis with provision for 
the business to opt out at any time.

by Art Joyce
Within the West Kootenay 

region, there seem to be as many 
models of operation for community 
forests as there are communities. 
Obviously these reflect the unique 
mix of values in each community, 
as the Community Forest Tenures 
legislation no doubt intended. 
However, reaching the goals 
outlined in each Community Forest 
charter is a more complicated matter. 
And as Stephan Martineau, Manager 
for Slocan Integral Forestry Co-
op (SIFCo) explains, how one 
meets them can be as unique as the 
communities they represent. 

“My experience is that each 
community forest is created for very 
different reasons,” says Martineau. 
“Even the organizational structure 
can be quite different: some are 
societies, some are corporations, 
some are First Nations bands. I like 
to think of them as different lenses 
the community looks through. 
Some are into job creation, some 
for revenue generation, and some 
are established to become sources 
of funding for local projects.”

SIFCo is a legacy of the Slocan 
Valley’s ‘war in the woods’ of the 
1990s, when residents fought fiercely 
to protect their watersheds from 
industrial-scale logging. Out of that 
conflict, three groups came together 
to form SIFCo as a non-profit 
cooperative: the Winlaw Watershed 
Commi t t ee ,  Red  Mounta in 
Residents’ Association (RMRA) 
and the Elliot/Anderson/Christian/ 
Trozzo Watershed Association 
(EACT). After a series of public 
meetings in 2003-04 seeking support 
from the community, in December 
2005 SIFCo received an invitation 
from the BC government to apply 
for a Community Forest license. 
By January 2008, they had received 
their Probationary Community 
Forest Agreement and in January of 
2009, their Forest Stewardship Plan 
was approved. In December 2011, 
SIFCo signed a 25-year Community 
Forest Agreement (CFA) with the 
Province. Historically it represents 
some of the most contentious areas 
in the province: Perry Ridge, Red 
Mountain, Winlaw, Trozzo Creek. 

“We came together to have some 
control over what was happening in 
our watershed,” Martineau recalls. 
“Our constituents were asking for 
us to protect water quality, quantity 

and flow.” 
From the beginning, SIFCo saw 

itself on the leading edge of dealing 
with climate change adaptation. The 
potentially disastrous wildfire of 
2007 north of Slocan was a further 
incentive. One of SIFCo’s primary 
programs has been wildland-urban 
interface management – thinning 
ground fuel and smaller trees to 
limit the spread and severity of fires, 
particularly near settled areas and 
municipalities. So far, interface work 
has been completed in Silverton and 
Slocan, with New Denver slated for 
completion during 2016-17.

“The summer the Slocan fire 
happened was the first landscape-
scale fire we had in the valley since 
the early 1900s,” says Martineau. 
“It was definitely a marker for how 
vulnerable we are with climate 
change, with longer summers, more 
heatwaves and more fuel buildup in 
the forest, since we’ve become so 
good at fighting fires over the past 
century.” 

But rather than simply be 
reactive, SIFCo has been doing its 
homework, using eight different 
regional climate change studies to 
anticipate future climate adaptation 
needs. It revised its re-stocking 
standards for Slocan Valley forests 
within its interface zone, reducing 
the number of seedlings planted 
per hectare to prevent fuel buildup. 
SIFCo also pressed for recognition 
of the value of deciduous tree 
species, which are resistant to fires 
and whose shorter lifecycles provide 
much-needed plant material for 
growing forests as they fall and 
decay. These recommendations were 
approved by the BC government 
in 2008. Columbia Basin climate 
science predicts the region moving 
toward a more Grand Forks style 
mix of tree species during the next 
50 years, with Ponderosa pine 
expected to become a dominant 
species. Reforesting efforts will need 
to take that into account as well.

To further fine-tune the process, 
in June this year SIFCo released its 
Landscape Level Wildfire Protection 
Plan for the Slocan Valley, 
something that had been in the 
works since its inception. The plan 
uses sophisticated software from the 
US Bureau of Land Management. 
“It allows us to light virtual fires, 
entering into the computer the day 
of year, speed of wind, and wind 

direction,” explains Martineau. “It 
knows the slopes, the type of fuel 
on the ground, the type of trees. 
Then we see where it travels, the 
area it burns, what stops it from 
burning. We can then place strategic 
fuel breaks in the right places.” The 
plan is going into full swing this 
fall with public meetings and work 
slated to start in both the south and 
north valley. 

Martineau sees both challenge 
and potential in the idea of using 
waste wood fibre and small 
diameter trees for biomass energy 
cogeneration and other uses. There’s 
enough of such fibre in SIFCo’s 
land base to meet a large portion of 
their AAC (annual allowable cut). 
The challenge is access and the 
Slocan Valley’s isolation from major 
markets. Slopes are steep, terrain 
difficult and the need to minimize 
road building an issue. “That’s our 
number one question: how can 
we do it in a way that meets our 
ecosystem-based approach, and what 
kind of equipment do we need?” To 
that end, SIFCo is investigating new 
technologies from around the world. 
“I like to think 10-15 years from now 
it’s going to be second nature for the 
forest industry to utilize waste wood 
fibre and small diameter trees as a 
major part of its activities.”

The Community Forest Tenures 
Act stipulates that the boards of 
Community Forests “ensure that 
operations under the community 
forest agreement are conducted in a 
manner that provides for meaningful 
input from the community and 
stakeholders.” In this respect, 
Martineau feels SIFCo is a success. 
Field tours and meetings are 
their primary means of reaching 
out. Its board is made up of two 
representatives from each of the 
three founding organizations. “We 
take everyone’s voice very seriously. 
It’s one of the comments we often 
get, that people really appreciate 
that.” 

Almost everyone with a mission 
in life can point to a mentor who 
helped establish their foundational 
principles. For Martineau and SIFCo 
forester Tom Bradley, that person 
was Herb Hammond, originator of 
ecosystem-based forestry methods. 
“Has he had a direct hand in shaping 
SIFCo? No. But in the way he’s 
influenced my perspective – yes, 
absolutely.”   

Community Forests series part 4: Slocan Integral Forestry Co-op
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Extend Purcell 
Conservancy 
down to the lake

Your reporter didn’t report one 
of the most important responses to 
Porcupine Logging in your article 
headlined ‘Argenta/Johnson’s Landing 
Face logging looms again’ (July 13 
issue).

At the meeting only one comment 
drew loud applause: “Include the area 
from Hamill Creek to Fry Creek in the 
Purcell Wilderness Conservancy. It is the 
right thing to do.” Not one person spoke 
against that statement, so I vote for that.

Mary Davidson
Lardeau

Correction to 
‘Waxed apples’

The letter I wrote for the last 
edition entitled ‘Waxed apples’ needs a 
correction. A sentence in the second last 
paragraph says: “And: the wax they’re 
coated with contained 98% traces of 
pesticides.” The sentence should read: 
“And the wax the apples were coated 
with contained traces of pesticides in 
98% of the test samples.”

Richard Eichenauer
Fauquier

Outhouses in 
downtown New 
Denver?

Really? In the 20 years I’ve 
lived here, public washrooms for the 
downtown of New Denver have been 
discussed many times. Now the Village 
is proposing two outhouses for the trail 
in the downtown area. Outhouses are 
appropriate when no other options are 
available, but the Village owns the Bosun 
Hall and the Silvery Slocan Museum. To 
me, the museum is the perfect location – 
it’s already the site of the Visitor Centre, 
and the default downtown bathroom, 
make it the trailhead. And it’s wheelchair 
accessible and close to the businesses 
in town. Take the $20,000 that the 

two outhouses will cost as a good start 
towards a year-round public facility. 
It’s discouraging that Village staff see 
outhouses as a solution. They will just 
cause more problems. Please call the 
Village if you agree.

Jeff Bustard
New Denver

Selkirk Paving 
and Fire Valley 
Flagging do an 
awesome job

I live in Fauquier and I want to thank 
you for the amazing job you did paving 
Highway 6 from Fauquier to Burton and 
some streets in Fauquier.

WOW, you people are AWESOME. 
The highway and streets are so smooth - 
it is hard to keep from speeding.

We had lots of rain and still the 
job was completed in record time, with 
safety for the public and workers being 
your first concern, then you treat your 
staff with respect and they in turn treat 
the public with respect.

It was a pleasure watching 
professionals at work, thanks for hiring 
locals and doing a great job. It would be 
nice if all paving and flagging companies 
worked to this standard. Keep up the 
great work.

Thanks again.
Debbie McAulay

Fauquier

An open letter 
to Donald Trump

Many of your statements leading 
up to your nomination as a presidential 
candidate in the upcoming US election 
indicate: if elected you will bring about 
significant changes in how your county 
will be organized to meet the challenges 
of the 21st century. We think it is fair to 
conclude that this election in particular 
has created significant dissention 
amongst your citizenry. 

Given the fact that Canada is 
your neighbour and while we share 
the ideals of democracy, there are 
differences in approaches in how 

we wish to govern ourselves. The 
Canadian people recently elected a 
Liberal government which embraces 
cultural diversity. Our immigration 
legislation and regulation welcomes 
many people from across the globe. 
These individuals seek the opportunity 
to integrate into the democracy Canada 
has created. Over the last century 
Americans have immigrated to Canada 
and Canadians have immigrated to the 
US usually because of the differences 
of our democracies and political beliefs. 

Canadians are committed to foreign 
policies which try to bring about the 
adoption of the United Nations Code 
of Human Rights in all the countries 
of the World. Canadians are growing 
in their understanding we live in 
a global economy which relies on 
effective international trade agreements. 
Canadians foster trade relationships 
which complement each country’s 
resources and skills. As the world 
economy transitions from the machine 
age to the technology age Canadian 
businesses are thriving in the global 
economy by providing training and 
educational services to our trading 
partners.

We would l ike to make a 
neighbourly suggestion. Should you 
win the election some of your citizens 
may feel disenfranchised and concerned 
about the direction you wish to take the 
United States. Rather than having to 

struggle with those unhappy citizens who 
will continuously challenge and attempt 
to impede your actions, suggest they 
immigrate to Canada. Canada recently 
accepted twenty-five thousand Syrian 
refugees who are now embracing Canada 
as their adopted country. They provide 
unique knowledge and skills to our 
initiatives in expanding global economic 
business opportunity.

We believe that Canada would 
welcome with open arms those US 
citizens who wish to immigrate to 
Canada in order to live and prosper 
in a democracy that does not allow 
unrestricted firearms ownership, fosters 
cultural diversity and is aggressively 
pursuing business/trade opportunities in 
the global economy.

Greg Lay and Mitchell MacRae
Kaslo

continued on page 5

Don’t buy into 
the fear of 
nuclear energy

I’m pleased to see there are others 
who are not buying into the fear of 
nuclear energy.  

I could not easily explain the 
difference between the reactors in use 
today and a Thorium molten salt reactor 
with fewer than 500 words.

Briefly, light water reactors are run 
in high pressure containment vessels. 
Some run at 70 atmospheres, others as 

much as 150. This is to keep the water 
from boiling. Therein lays the danger.  

These reactors use uranium oxide 
as a fuel. This is made into pellets and 
put into metal casing rods. Making 
solid uranium fuel is a complicated 
and expensive process and less than 
1% of the energy is extracted from the 
fuel before it can no longer remain in 
the reactor. This is because the fission 
products are trapped in the casings. 
Therefore, the reactor periodically has 
to be shut down and the rods replaced. 
This results in so much nuclear waste.  

One of the first things discovered in 
1944 at the Hanford reactor was Xenon 
135 “poisoning.” After the reactor was 
up and running it would suddenly shut 
down.  Then after a few hours it would 
start up again. One of the scientists 
realized that this was caused by one of 
the fission products, Xenon 135, which 
was capturing all the neutrons that are 
necessary for splitting the atoms. After 
a time the half life of the Xenon would 
decay to Cesium 135 and the reactor 
would start up again. So the scientists had 
to learn how to manage this. The results 
are a complicated procedure of fuel rod 
and damping rod controls and timing that 
must be done right to prevent the reactor 
from running out of control as happened 
at Chernobyl.   

Molten salt reactors do not have 
to operate at high pressure because 
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continued from page 4

Loud motorcycles 
unwelcome

Today I walked a few blocks from 
my home to the grocery on a glorious 
sunny afternoon, as I have done a 
thousand times over the last 35 years; but 
it was one of the most unpleasant walks I 
have ever taken in New Denver.  In three 
blocks along the highway I was passed 
at closed range by five motorcycles; the 
noise of each one as they sped out of 
town was like a punch to both my body 
and my psyche.

Peace and quiet were always main 
attractions here. But we are losing it in 
summer because economic interests have 
advertised our region as a motorcycle 
mecca; Internet blogs of motorcycle 
enthusiasts have spread the word; and 
a minority of motorcyclists violate the 
Motor Vehicle Act by modifying their 
mufflers to deliberately emit loud noise 
and smoke.

The noise reaches me in my home, 
when I walk in town, on the beach, and 
when I’m driving. I know this does not 
have to be this way, because for years I 
had motorcyclists living right across the 
street from me, and I didn’t even know 
when they were coming or going. Most 
motorcycle tourists who come here 
are nice people, and the majority have 
quieter bikes. But, frankly, I am sick to 
death of the macho, Listen-to-Me-Roar-
and-Eat-My-Smoke mindset.

My worst experience was visiting 
my friend who lives on the horseshoe 
bend going out of town towards Kaslo. 
Motorcycles accelerate while coming 
out of the curve, and the noise is simply 
shattering, even in her house. People 
in town don’t hear this acceleration. I 
don’t know how my friend endures it 
every day, hour after hour.  When being 

subjected to it, I became enraged at those 
who support more and more motorcycles 
coming here, yet will not support better 
enforcement of the motorcycle emission 
laws. The impacts of this are getting 
dumped on the rest of us. Yet if we 
complain, we are admonished to be 
quiet, or the extra loud motorcyclists 
who evade manufacturing standards 
and break the emissions law might stay 
away from local businesses. Fat chance!

Last year a petition calling on the 
government to enforce the existing laws 
on motorcycle emissions attracted 4,200 
signatures. In spite of the petition, there 
have been more motorcycles this year 
than last year. And, no, trucks aren’t 
causing an equal problem. Has anyone 
seen fleets of trucks parading down the 
highway putting on their airbrakes?  I 
don’t think so, but I have seen a group of 
15 motorcycles cruising town, and many 
smaller groups making New Denver 
sound like the bar district in gangland 
Los Angeles.

These people bring only pennies 
to town compared to local residents 
who pay taxes, spend money at local 
businesses, hire workers and have home-
based businesses. We can’t undo the 
abnormal concentration of motorcycles 
that is spiraling out of control in our 
communities; but as British Columbians 
we have a right to proper enforcement of 
the regulations on motorcycle emissions.

Anne Woods
New Denver

Thorium-based 
nuclear power

Yes, Ed Zak, the shutdown of 
nuclear powerplants (NPPs) in Germany 
may look like a knee-jerk reaction to 
Japan’s shutdown of their NPPs after 
the Fukushima disaster, but it’s not. It 
was politically an opportune time to 
announce the decision by Dr. (physics) 
Angela Merkel, the German chancellor, 
what many German nuclear scientists 
and engineers have been planning and 
indeed been working on for over 30 years 
already. And that not only in Germany. 
France, USA, Austria, Japan and several 
other countries, their scientists and 
their populations have come to the 
realization, that “traditional” nuclear 
reactors (based on the uranium-fuel 
cycle) for the purpose of generating 
electrical energy is a death trap, last but 
not least, economically.

You asked in your letter of July 
27 in the Valley Voice “Why did 
Germany decide to dismantle their 
NPPs?” Perhaps there was no need to 
dismantle them. Well, as you know, 
all mechanical/chemical/electrical 
contraptions sooner or later wear out in 
their most stressed components. And so 
do nuclear contraptions. NPPs average 
life time is around 30 – 40 years, and 
many needed repairs in-between or 
were decommissioned before their life 
expectancy. But in contrast to most 
other contraptions, nuclear powerplants 
become highly toxic through radioactive 
contamination and irradiation (formerly 
not radioactive materials becoming 
radioactive through exposure to 
radiation). Jet engine parts of airplanes, 

steam boilers of steam engines, turbine 
wings, refractory liners in smelters, the 
sprockets in chainsaws, all those can be 
replaced by getting oily hands or bruised 
knuckles, but to renew a nuclear reactor 
core and all its accessories is a totally 
different matter. It can only be scrapped 
(decommissioned) or hermetically 
sealed off to some degree, because of the 
highly unhealthy, fatal nuclear radiation 
involved. 

The takedown of NPPs costs billions 
and takes decades – and who is to pay 
for it all – over 20 – 40 – 60 years? 
Those are the questions that many 
consortiums of NPPs are troubled with. 
And then there is the unsolved problem 
of disposal of the radioactive material. 
Such decommissioning processes, the 
dangers, the costs, the time frames 
involved are so intricate and far-reaching 
that a detailed account would get too long 
for this paper.

As you are really interested in trying 
to rescue such a highly efficient method 
of electrical power production, but with 
less negative effects on our climate as 
coal and oil do, you may be interested 
in a practically unknown nuclear method 
to produce electricity, namely with the 
Thorium-fueled reactor. A friend just 
mentioned these to me and I myself had 
practically not known anything about 
them until a few days ago. Apparently a 
few nuclear scientists had been working 
on plans and models for Thorium-fueled 
nuclear reactors already since the end of 
WWII, but the Uranium-fuel types were 
given priority because of the potential 
for nuclear bomb and weapons fuel. So 
much for our ethics-minded politicians 
and engineers. Although Thorium-fueled 
reactors pose their own intricacies, 
scientists and engineers are working 
on plans and models in many different 
countries, among them China, USA, 
Russia, Norway, Japan, Israel, Germany, 
to name a few.

Some advantages of  Thorium-
reactors are:  1000-times less hazardous 
radioactive waste to be disposed off;  it 
is estimated that Thorium is 3 times more 
abundant on earth than Uranium;  bombs 
can not be made easily from Thorium. 
For more details see Wikipedia: 
“Thorium-based nuclear power.“

Richard Eichenauer, 
Fauquier, BC

the salt is liquid at above 400 degrees 
C. They used a mixture of fluoride 
salts. Specifically Lithium, Beryllium, 
Uranium and Thorium fluoride salts 
which are remarkably chemically stable. 
This puts the pellet-making people out 
of business.  

Running at 800 degrees this liquid 
fuel is self-regulating because the 
liquid expands or contracts with the 
temperature changes and this affects 
the nuclei spacing which slows down or 
speeds up the reaction.

The Xenon 135 being a gas is simply 
bubbled out of the liquid and removed.      

This reactor was run in the 1960s. 
The broadest and perhaps most 
important conclusion was that a molten 
salt reactor concept was viable. It ran for 
considerable periods of time, yielding 
valuable information, and maintenance 
was accomplished safely and without 
excessive delay.

The whole project was cancelled 
for probably political reasons which 
was too bad because it would have most 
likely put the fossil fuel industry out of 
business by today.

By Googling Kirk Sorensen you 
can get a more interesting source of 
information about this.

Frank Nixon
Winlaw

To the person(s) 
using the 
email address 
NoMuslims@in 
New Denver.com 
on August 6, 2016

You emailed us anonymously, 
sending a link to a talk by a man 
named Robert Spencer. You told us 
that Spencer, a man purported to be a 
Christian, tells the real truth about Islam. 
If you’d done your research, you’d know 
that Robert Spencer is cited by both the 
Jewish Anti-Defamation League and 
the Southern Poverty Law Center as 
a hate-activist. He does not meet any 
definition of mainstream Christianity 

surmise, other religions), and you’re 
using a hate-monger to justify your 
argument.

We pray that your heart be opened, 
while we give thanks for a community 
ready to express compassion and offer 
opportunity to those who had none. May 
we be worthy of those who come here 
knowing no one; may we accord them 
the love and respect to which all human 
beings of whatever religion are entitled.

The Rev. George Meier and the 
Rev. Dr. Therese DesCamp

New Denver

that we know of.
We listened to Mr. Spencer cite 

sections of the Koran to make his 
argument that Islam is inherently 
harmful and dangerous. As persons 
with graduate degrees in religion – we 
both have a Master of Divinity, while 
Therese has a PhD in Biblical studies 
as well – we view this as a profoundly 
simplistic, and essentially erroneous, 
way to read scripture. It is a reading 
designed to foster hate.

Did you know that the Christian 
and Jewish scriptures ALSO contain 
passages that call for the killing of those 
who are religiously different? They 
also call for death to sorcerers, fortune-
tellers, sons who don’t respect their 
parents, persons who are homosexual, 
and adulterers.

We assume that you are a person 
uneducated about religion, because 
you don’t seem to know that moderate, 
liberal, and traditional religious people 
do not privilege these kinds of 
scriptural texts.

Because every religious experience 
is filtered through culture and limited 
human understanding, the written word 
is at best an inexact expression of that 
which is beyond ourselves. A good test 
of a scriptural passage is to ask whether 
it leads to greater love and compassion. 
If it creates barriers, a cult of purity, 
or advocates force, it betrays its own 
heritage. Real religion is always open to 
thoughtful change, to reflection in light 
of the real world.

Maybe you just wanted to make the 
unimaginative observation that religion 
fosters hate and we’d all be better off 
without it. We would point out that 
Hitler, Pol Pot, and Idi Amin did quite 
well murdering millions without the 
aid of any religious tradition. For an 
intelligent discussion of this question, 
we’d suggest that you read Karen 
Armstrong’s book Fields of Blood: 
Religion and the History of Violence 
published in 2014.

T H E  G O A L  O F  A L L 
FUNDAMENTALIST CULTS IS TO 
FOSTER HATE AND TO MAKE 
US AFRAID OF EACH OTHER. 
The entire world is suffering right 
now because a strong strain of Islamic 
fundamentalism is wreaking fear and 
havoc. But Islam is not the issue; the 
issue is people’s ulterior motives for 
using religion. ISIS is not the only form 
of Islam, any more than the Phineas 
Priesthood or Aryan Nations constitute 
the sole forms of Christianity. We would 
encourage you to broaden your mind 
about Islam by reading Kabir Helminsky 
and Rumi, for a start. 

Our hearts break for Muslims whose 
faith is tarnished by extremists, whose 
homes have been destroyed and whose 
families have been broken apart. They 
also break for those of us who are too 
fearful to discern the differences.

If you are seriously interested 
in talking about Islam – and not just 
fearful of those who are different from 
you – we would suggest that you use 
your real name, and ask for a real 
dialogue. But you have a fundamental 
misunderstanding of Islam (and, we 

BC Hydro 
financial 
situation 
appalling

I was raised to believe that 
conservative-leaning politicians 
knew how to manage the economy, 
while social liberals and social 
democrats did not. However, 
according to Economist Erik 
Anderson:

“In 2006 BC Hydro posted a 
total revenue of $2,619 millions 
serving 1,511,435 residential 
customers; 189,764 light industrial 
& commercial customers and 146 
large industrial customers. For these 
domestic customers BC hydro sold 
50,602 GWhrs.” 

Fast forward a decade and Mr 
Anderson finds that:

“...in the most recent fiscal 
year BC Hydro collected $4,293 
million from the same three domestic 
customer groups. So over the eleven 
years to 2016, gross revenues were 
increased by $1,674 millions or 
64%, for an increase in number 
of residential customers of 16%; 
in light industrial & commercial 
of 8.4% and an increase in large 
industrial customers of 3%. The most 
telling value is the absence of change 
of total demand from the three types 
of customers. In 2016 total demand, 
expressed as sales of GWhrs, was 
49,421 or a decrease of 2.3% from 
2006.”

Mr. Anderson then adds:
“As a measure of the financial and 

economic illiteracy at BC Hydro and 
with the Government, while it needed 
roughly $217,383 of total liabilities 
to deliver 1 GWhr to its customers in 
2006, the boards and managements 
brought total net liabilities, before 
counting IPP contractual liabilities 
and regulatory assets accounts, to 
$30,034 millions or $607,717 per 
GWhr, a mind blowing increase of 
280%. To this appalling record we 
can add another $50 billion of IPP 
contract obligations.”

Clearly we do not need to add 
the debt of building Site C to BC 
Hydro’s current economic woes, and 
we also need a change of government 
in 2017, to one that knows how to act 
in a fiscally responsible manner and 
not chase economic windmills and 
fancies with our taxpayer dollars.

Andy Shadrack
Kaslo
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Notice of Application for a Water Licence
Water Sustainability Act 

(Section 13)

We, Cameron and Margaret Sonnenberg of PO Box 6, Slocan, 
BC, V0G 2C0 have applied for a water licence to use water out 
of Slocan River which flows South and discharges into Kootenay 
River and give notice of our application  to all persons affected.
The point of diversion will be located at: 8854 Slocan West Road 
(1 km South of Slocan Lake)  
The quantity of water to be diverted or stored is 2 cu/meter/day.
The purpose for which the water will be used is Domestic use.
The land on which the water will be used is PID 018-150-128, 
Parcel D (See XG5244) District Lot 1531 Kootenay District 
Plan 14695.
Anyone having concerns or comments with regard to the above 
proposal, please contact us at the above address in order that 
we may discuss the issues and arrive at a mutually acceptable 
arrangement.
Objections to this application may be filed with Duane 
Hendricks, Assistant Water Manager at 1902 Theatre Road, 
c/o FrontCounter BC, Cranbrook, BC V1C 7G1 within 30 days 
of the date of the publication of this notice.

WANTED 
TO BUY: 
CEDAR AND 
PINE POLES

Brian Major 
• 250-938-3900

Please contact: 
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

The WILD DAYS NATURE WALK (free, 
all ages) Sat. Aug. 13th 9-12 at Fish 
Lake may include seeing tiny Western 
Toadlets. They are herbivores, feeding on 
aquatic plants and algae. Adult Western 
Toads eat flying insects, ants, beetles, 
crayfish, spiders, slugs & earthworms. 
Wild Days Nature Walk Sat. Aug. 20th 
9-12 at Springer Creek, Slocan Village. 
Details on website.

slocanlakess.com

VILLAGE OF 
NEW DENVER 

PUBLIC NOTICES
USE OF MUNICIPAL FACILITIES

Residents of the Village of New Denver are reminded that groups or indi-
viduals wishing to use public property such as streets, boulevards, alleys 
or parks within the municipal boundaries must contact the Village Office 
well in advance of the proposed event.  Contact information is as follows:

Phone:  250-358-2316
Email:  office@newdenver.ca
Mail:  PO Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
In Person:   115 Slocan Avenue

SPRINKLING RESTRICTIONS
During the hot days of summer, residents of the Village of New Denver are 
asked to observe the following rules regarding the use of sprinklers within 
the municipal boundaries:

Level 1 Sprinkling Restrictions:
No sprinkling between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

GARBAGE COLLECTION REMINDER
In accordance with Solid Waste Management Bylaw No. 581, 2004 residents 
placing garbage curbside for collection are required to place bagged and 
tagged waste material in a garbage can or other suitable lidded container 
in order to prevent access by animals.  Curbside collection occurs every 
Tuesday, beginning at 9:00 a.m.

Mayor’s Message 
submitted by New Denver Mayor Ann 
Bunka

We have been getting questions 
regarding staffing levels at the Village 
office.

Currently, we have 10 public works 
staff: three regular employees, three 
summer workers and four Mori Trail 
workers. We received a grant from CBT 
for the trail project and this provided four 
new jobs (with available funds for more 
as the project expands) with a total of 
over $97,000 in wages to local workers.

In the office, we have seven 
employees; one is full-time, the rest 
are part-time making 4.5 full-time 
equivalents (FTE). This includes the 
management of the Nikkei Internment 
Memorial Centre. 

We have been making a concerted 
effort to modernize our accounting 
system and to do a bylaw review project. 
These projects require the time and 
expertise of senior staff so it was decided 
to hire part-time staff to help with the 
day-to-day work.

If you are interested in Village 
financial information, this is all public 
and is readily available upon request.

As always if you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact the office or 
me.

Email: office@newdenver.ca or 
mayor@newdenver.ca.

submitted
Humans have long suffered from 

a psychic dissociation from arthropods 
who make up more than 70 per cent of 
the species on earth. As we continue 
to alter climate, destroy habitats, and 
drive increasing numbers of species 
to extinction, we can learn from this 
strange group of creatures. They have 
coexisted and evolved for 500 million 
years and, no doubt, will not miss us 
if we cannot learn new ways of living 
on this planet. On Sunday, August 21, 
the Hidden Garden Gallery presents 
How to Relate to an Arthropod: A Self-
Help Guide to Understanding Six- and 

HGG presents Food for Thought: How to Relate to an Arthropod
Eight-Legged Neighbours. The Food for 
Thought presentation takes place at the 
Knox Hall in New Denver; it starts at 
7:30 pm and admission is by donation. 

Hills resident and naturalist Daniel 
Hellyer will show photographs of local 
insect and spider behaviour with his 
own commentary as well as references 
to classic world literature on the topic. 
He will discuss similarities of the 
human experience to that of arthropods 
to promote understanding and to get 
beyond a “You bite me, I swat you” 
relationship. 

This is Hellyer’s fourth Food For 
Thought presentation. He currently 

occupies the chair of Speculative 
Anthropomorphism at the Obermayr 
Institute of Creative Perception. 

submitted
Realistic watercolourist Sharon 

Isaaks is showing her work at the 
Hidden Garden Gallery August 15 - 20 
in a show titled Feathers and Floral. 
With inspiration from her own garden, 
her paintings depict colourful birds and 
flowers. 

Isaak was drawn to art at a young 
age but had to wait until later in life 
to attend Emily Carr School of Art 
& Design. She is a member of the 
Okanagan Artists of Canada and has 
won many awards for her paintings in 
the province. Customers in Canada, 
the United States and England have 
collected her works. Her home and 
studio are now in Vernon.

At the Hidden Garden Gallery...
A reception for Feathers and Floral 

will be held on Tuesday, August 16, 7-9 
pm featuring music by Western Flyer 
(Donna Jean and Gary Wright).

• Winter Studies by local artist 
Boukje Elzinga will show at the Hidden 
Garden Gallery from August 22 – 27. 
The show consists of a series of small, 
carefully rendered pen and ink drawings 
on wood, some treated with acrylic, wax 
and oil. Elzinga drew her inspiration 
from the biological drawings of the 
Dutch master Albrecht Durer, her own 
science knowledge and the animal 
subjects themselves which visit and live 
around (and under) her studio in Hills. 
The works also include images of the 
model from winter drawing sessions at 

the Gallery.
Elzinga, whose work is held in 

private collections in Canada, Sweden, 
the Netherlands and the UK, obtained 
a fine arts degree from Emily Carr 
Institute of Art and Design and a degree 
in biological science from the University 
of Guelph and has taught figure drawing, 
oil painting, and art history following a 
long career as a nurse. Please visit her 
website, boukjeelzinga.com.

The opening reception for Winter 
Studies, with music by Paul Gibbons and 
Jeremy Down, will be held on Tuesday, 
August 23 from 7-9 pm. 

The Hidden Garden Gallery, 803 
Kildare St., New Denver, is open 10 
am to 3 pm Monday through Saturday.

by Katrine Campbell
• New Denver will be a pilot 

region for the Rural Resident Attraction 

Project. Corporate Officer Catherine 
Allaway will find out what information 
is needed and provide it to Selkirk 
College researcher Sarah Breen. A kick-
off meeting will be held in September 
or October.

• Council will provide a letter of 

support to Stephan Martineau and the 
Slocan Integrated Forestry Cooperative 
(SIFCo) so it can apply for provincial 
funding for its proposed landscape-
level wildfire protection plan for the 
Slocan Valley. SIFCo has been working 
on reducing wildfire hazard since 
2009. It has finished interface areas 
around Silverton and Slocan, and has 
completed some work in and around 
New Denver, with more planned.

“Way to go, Stephan, and bless his 
soul,” added Mayor Bunka.  

• Council adopted the Village’s 
2016 Annual Report as amended. 
The draft report was presented at the 
June 28 meeting and made available 
for public inspection and review. The 
document was amended to reflect the 
one public comment that was made; 
Eleanor Quirk objected to paying the 
yearly garbage fee because she does 

not put out any garbage, and says 
conscientious composters shouldn’t 
have “to subsidize neighbours wasting 
vast quantities of mixed resources on a 
regular basis.”

• Councillor Heather Fox resigned 
as council’s liaison with the Healthy 
Community Society, as she has been 
hired to manage the society’s Village 
Hearth restaurant, opening this fall.

• Council agreed to a request from 
the Slocan Lake Stewardship Society 
to carry over the balance of its 2015 
Community Initiatives funding to its 
2016 project.

• Mayor Ann Bunka reported on 
the July 21 RDCK meeting.

- New programs for businesses are 
available from the Southern Interior 
Development Initiative Trust (SIDIT). 

- The Association of Kootenay 
Boundary Local Governments 

(AKBLG) is planning a fall workshop 
on food and agriculture. The board 
moved to participate in the Kootenay 
Agricultural Liaison Strategy project, 
including three-year funding to start 
in 2017. In September regional district 
chairs, CAOs and managers will meet 
to discuss the strategy.

- Emergency notification sign-up 
forms will be sent to every household 
in the RDCK.

- The board received letters from 
the Province re: RDCK resolutions 
in 2015 and moved to have the chair 
write a letter asking for “more specific 
info and actually answer our concerns.”

- The POLIS Project on Ecological 
Governance will be asked if it can hold a 
workshop in the Kootenays on building 
effective watershed governance.

- The board adopted the Village’s 
Fire Engine Security Issuing bylaw.

New Denver Council July 26: New Denver to pilot Rural Resident Attraction Project
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Skey’s trial 
starts this week
by Katrine Campbell

A trial date of August 9 was set 
for Denver Skey, the student who 
allegedly uttered threats which 
caused the June 24 evacuation 
of Mt. Sentinel School and the 
postponement of its graduation 
ceremony.

Skey, 18, appeared in court 
in Nelson July 26 but Judge Rob 
Brown, concerned about risk to the 
public or to Skey himself, refused 
to grant bail. He was arrested June 
24 and charged with two counts of 
uttering threats to cause death or 
bodily harm.

At Skey’s first court appearance 
June 29, Judge Philip Seagram 
ordered he undergo a psychiatric 
assessment in Port Coquitlam. The 
court received the report July 26, 
but its contents and the proceedings 
at the bail hearing are covered by a 
court-ordered publication ban.

submitted
Taking place August 13-14, 

from 10 am to 5 pm, the Columbia 
Basin Culture Tour allows you to 
explore artists’ studios, museums, 
art galleries and heritage sites during 
this free, self-guided event. Travel 
to studios and archives that aren’t 
normally open, see demonstrations, 
new exhibitions and collections or 
meet people behind the scenes. To 
participate in the tour, simply grab 
a map, your Culture Tour Directory 
and go!

• In downtown New Denver visit 
Nadine Stefan and Morgen Bardati 
at their art studios. Nature and its 
elements have been Stefan’s creative 
resource throughout her career 
whether the final work is a painting 
or site-specific installation. She says 
her work is “a tribute to the forces 
of nature, the experience of being 
human, and the natural continuum 
to which we are inextricably linked.” 

Morgen Bardati is intrigued with 
exploring a diversity of visual media. 
Her work is informed by her curiosity 
for the natural world; how humanity 
interacts with nature is a theme and 
a question reflected in her drawings, 
fibre and installation art.

• Visit Debra Rushfeldt in her 
downtown Nakusp studio, a short 
walk from the beautiful Waterfront 
Walkway. View her oversized 
realism-based charcoal drawings, 
her whimsical and colourful abstract 
mixed media paintings, and experience 
a working art studio/gallery. 

The Studio Connexion Gallery 
is a small independent gallery which 
promotes local and regional artists. 
The gallery is going into its eighth 
season and for the Culture Tour its 
owner Anne Béliveau is featuring 
a group show with artists from the 
region: Tim Andrew, Linda Dixon, 
Madelaine Elia, Janice Hogg and 
Carleen Ross. Visitors can also see 
soft pastels by Sharon Bamber in 
the office.

• In Kaslo visit The Langham 
Cultural Society and their Japanese 
Canadian Museum with archival 
photographs. 

The gallery exhibit Four Faces of 

Take the Columbia Basin Culture Tour for a glimpse of the world of our local artists 
the Moon by Aboriginal artist Spotted 
Fawn (Amanda Strong) is a personal 
journey told through layers of a 
dreamscape. The story is told in four 
movements building relationships 
with ancestors, revealing Canada’s 
extermination agenda on the land and 
its original inhabitants.  

Photographer Robyn Skobalski’s 
main interest is in photographing 
wildlife and landscapes, then printing 
them onto canvas. Her initial training 
in digital photography was in the West 
Kootenay with Louis Bockner, and 
she has also been mentored by Jim 
Lawrence. 

Wood turner David Stewart uses 
local wood as much as possible and 
specializes in functional items such 
as spurtles, bowls, pepper grinders, 
pens, and platters.

• Head to Ainsworth for a step 
back in time at the J.B. Fletcher 
General Store. Circa 1896, it is one 
of the oldest buildings in the area, 
purchased by Heritage Trust BC 
from the Fletcher family in the mid 
1980s and restored in 1986-87. The 
original counters and shelving remain, 
along with a large display of artifacts 
from the area. A large storyboard of 
historical photographs showcase the 
tale of Ainsworth’s early days as a 
mining community.

• There are several venues in the 
Slocan Valley. 

Six favourite artists and crafters 
are featured at Evelyn Kirkaldy’s 
studio garden at 2585 Slocan Valley 
West Road, Slocan Park. Turn onto 
Slocan Valley West Road, 1km north 
of the Slocan Valley Co-op, and 
follow the signs.

Kirkaldy, the ‘bear lady,’ will 
exhibit her very popular splatter 
landscapes, oil paintings, plein air 
watercolours, and a sampling of new 
works from her ‘Kootenay Gold’ 
series. She’ll have magnets, cards, 
prints and ‘bearaphernalia’.  

Grigg Stone’s colourful paintings 
and sparkling glass towers are sure 
to delight. 

Mary-Ellen Marshall paints 
warm, colourful, slightly surreal 
acrylics. 

Bernadette Fuhrmann, who does 

amazing watercolour portraits, will be 
working on her latest painting. 

Natasha Bogdasavich is a mixed 
media artist who explores balance, 
impulsiveness and authenticity. 
Sharon Butler will showcase her 
unique antique frame chalkboards. 

For more information, call 250-
359-6611.

• The Slocan Valley Community 
Arts Council has rented the Crescent 
Valley Hall as a venue for its members. 
Here you will find painters, wood 
workers, metal sculptors, jewellers 
and photographers exhibiting a wide 
range of work in one convenient 
location. This is a chance for you 

to meet local artisans, learn their 
process, catch a demo, view some 
work that is seldom displayed in this 
area and immerse yourself in some 
local culture.

The  a r t i s t s  and  a r t i s ans 
participating are Laura White, Geoff 
Gaudet, Colin Payne, Yvonne Munro, 
Kevin Kratz, Jo Brown, Tom Bradley, 
John Boivin, Katya Coad, Lynne 
Alexander, Barbara Brown, Paula 
Cravens and Robyn Gold.

If this project proves popular, 
the Arts Council plans to host group 
exhibitions at more of the community 
halls in the Valley, during future 
Cultural Tours. Not all artists have 

studios that can be opened to the 
public, or the studios are too far off 
the beaten path; this is an opportunity 
for them to exhibit their work to the 
public.

Crescent Valley Hall, 1385 Hwy 
6, just a short distance north of the 
Hwy 6/3A junction. Watch for the 
signs.

• Five ceramic artists will be 
showing their work at Cameron 
Stewart’s at 3620 Hwy 6 in Passmore, 
and Robin DuPont Ceramics will be 
open, as well at 4562 Hwy 6, Winlaw.

For more information on the 
Columbia Basin Culture Tour, visit  
www.cbculturetour.com.

Robin DuPont firing one of the three kilns he has built on his property south of Winlaw. Check it 
out on the Culture Tour August 13 and 14. Robin’s studio is located at 4562 Highway 6.
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Permanent Part-time 
Employment 
Opportunity 
North Kootenay 
Lake Community 
Services Society
Counsellor - Child & Youth Mental 
Health and Children Who Witness Abuse 
North Kootenay Lake Community Services Society 
in beautiful Kaslo BC has an exciting opening for 
a Counsellor to work with children and youth.
22.5 hours per week. 
As the Counsellor for children and youth you will provide 
assessment, treatment planning, implementation and outcome 
evaluation for clients who are between 3-18 years of age and 
reside in Kaslo and the surrounding area.  
The Counsellor works closely with other members of the 
NKLCSS counselling team and Clinical supervision will be 
provided.

If you have child and youth counselling experience, or previ-
ous work in a similar environment, a degree in social work, 
counselling or a related field, then consider this position in a 
caring community setting. Preference given to those with a 
specialty in children’s expressive therapies. Generous benefits 
and professional development provided. 
Please submit resume to our Executive Director at North Koo-
tenay Lake Community Services Society.  Fax 1-250-353-7694 
or email executivedirector@nklcss.org

Wage starting at $23/hour

Additional work may be available at $18/hr supporting a child 
with special needs (4.5 hours per week).   
The position will remain open until a suitable candidate is hired. 

www.nklcss.org

Support the 
Valley Voice 

with a voluntary 
subscription
Only $10-$30 
Send Cheque to: 

Valley Voice
Box 70, New Denver, BC  

V0G 1S0

Working to establish 24/7 
emergency care in Kaslo and 

surrounding areas
KASLO & AREA MEDICAL 

CARE SOCIETY
A non-profit charitable organization

We welcome and appreciate your 
support! 

Become a member!
All donations over $10 are tax deductible

Box 1215, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslomed@yahoo.ca

KASLO & AREA

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC

www.figmentscanada.com

Our new Euroscrubby products 
have been very popular - Cleanser, 
dishcloths, non-scratch scrubbers, 

and cotton-linen tea towels too. 
Open every day.

by Jan McMurray
• Council passed some guidelines 

regarding ‘Front Street Park Portapotty 
operation and maintenance 2016.’ The 
portapotties are “a temporary solution 
for 2016 and other long-term solutions 
will be considered before summer 
2017,” states the guidelines. The 
portapotties will be maintained weekly, 
and will be locked overnight by Village 

staff, and by volunteers on weekends. 
The Village will try to ensure that the 
Farmers’ Market has a small supply of 
toilet paper, “but immediate restocking 
over weekends cannot be guaranteed.” 
This will be the arrangement until after 
Labour Day.

• The airport will get an apron 
security fence and gate this year. A 
provincial grant of $52,500 has been 
approved for the project, and the 
Village is contributing $17,500 from 
the aerodrome capital reserve.

• Council decided to change the way 
it manages the Village’s 30% share of 
campground revenues. Of the Village’s 
30% share, 80% will now be transferred 
to the Parks, Recreation and Open Spaces 
(PROS) capital reserve; previously, 
50% went into the PROS reserve. 
The Village’s remaining 20% will be 
transferred to the Sewer Infrastructure 
Reserve Fund to help with the costs 
of the sani-dump service for RVs and 
municipal park washroom effluent. 

• Once the Kaslo and Area D 
Economic Development Commission 
is appointed, the SEDS Committee 
(Sustainable Economic Development 
Select Committee of Kaslo council) 
will be disbanded, and the Village will 
develop a cost share policy for working 
with the commission. The Village will 
also develop annual funding limits 
from the Community Development and 
Community Works funds for Economic 
Development Commission proposals.

• Ward Taylor provided dive services 
to the Village for the Moyie Beach swim 
dock in July. Instead of being paid, he 
asked that the Village make a donation 
in his name. Council agreed to donate 
$250 to the Abbey Manor.

• Council agreed to apply for a $900 
RDCK Community Development grant 
to cover the cost of the shuttle service 
during Jazz Fest weekend.

• Council reluctantly denied the 
Kaslo Jazz Etc. Society’s request to 

Kaslo council, July 26: Portapotties to remain in Front Street Park till after Labour Day
launch fireworks from Village land. 
There is a fireworks ban in effect, and 
the society had given very little notice 
to request an exemption from the ban. 
Many council members commented 
that much earlier notice from the society 
would have been helpful.

• The edge of Front Street Park along 
Water Street is a loading/no parking 
zone; however, there is no signage. 
During public time, Stephanie Judy 
asked when ‘no parking’ signs would 

go up. Deputy Administrator Stephanie 
Patience said her understanding is a 
retaining wall will be built next year 
and there will be no signage. Councillor 
Lang asked if staff could look into 
that, because he recalls asking for no 
parking signs. He added that people park 
there through the week, not just during 
Saturday Market. During Saturday 
Market, traffic cones are used to ensure 
no parking along the Water Street edge 
of the park.

submitted 
Cpl. Brian Hromadnik, Kaslo 

RCMP Detachment commander, was 
already soaked when a ball thrown 
by Ward Taylor of Kaslo Community 
Pharmacy hit the target and dunked 
him again. 

The occasion for the drenching 
was a fundraiser to help the families 
of Rowan Wiltse and Mari Koenig-
Caple in their fight against cancer. 
More than $2,700 was raised on 
the August long weekend by using 
Dunkaroo, the Wet ’n’ Wild dunk 
tank. For four hours, 18 ‘dunkees’ 
took the softballs in good spirit 
and the throwers had a great time 
dunking everyone several times. 
Cheers from the crowd filled the air 
every time the seat crashed down. It’s 
nice to have fun while supporting a 
good cause.

Getting soaked for a good cause
Organizers also made a donation 

to the Kaslo Volunteer Fire Fighters 
Association in appreciation of their 
fire truck filling the dunk tank.

Cpl. Brian Hromadnik gets dunked by Ward Taylor

submitted
Member of Parliament Wayne 

Stetski (Kootenay-Columbia) is 
coming to a coffee shop near you, 
seeking input on how to improve 
Canada’s electoral system and ensure 
that every vote counts equally. 
During his Summer Democratic 
Reform tour, Stetski will stop in 14 
communities to hear from residents.

“In the last two federal elections, 
parties that only received 39 per 
cent of the vote formed a majority 
government with 100 per cent of the 
power – this is not a fair system,” said 
Stetski. “The current government has 
promised to make changes, but those 
changes need to reflect the desires 
of Canadians across the country, 
not just the interests of the party 
in power. It is important for me to 
hear from the people of Kootenay-
Columbia on this important issue, so 
I can take your views back to Ottawa.

“Canada has been using its 

MP Stetski to hold coffee shop meetings
current electoral system since before 
the invention of the automobile, 
and there is a broad consensus 
that changes need to be made. I 
encourage everyone across our 
region to join me and be a part of 
this important conversation about 
strengthening our democracy.” 

In this area, Stetski will be in:
Nelson, August 17, 8:30-9:30 am 

at Empire Coffee, 616 Vernon St;
Kaslo, August 17, 4-5 pm at the 

BlueBelle Bistro, 347 Front St; 
Meadow Creek, August 18, 9 

am to noon at Drifters Pub, 13304 
Hwy 31.

The other 11 meetings are 
outside The Valley Voice coverage 
area. These are listed on his website, 
http://waynestetski.ndp.ca.

submitted
On August 15–20, Kaslo hosts 

the fourth annual Kaslo GuitarFest 
at St. Andrew’s United Church 
and the Langham Cultural Centre. 
Kaslo GuitarFest is for classical 
guitarists of all ages and stages, 
led by a cohort of Canada’s leading 
performers and teachers. In a parallel 
program offered by Selkirk College, 
beginners can learn fundamental 
guitar techniques, and are welcome 
to observe other festival classes.

On Thursday, August 18 at 7 pm, 
in the Langham Theatre, Murray 

Kaslo hosts musicians for GuitarFest
Visscher and Daniel Bolshoy will 
present History of the Guitar Part 
II as part of the Café Langham 
series. Guitar music of the early 
19th century will be performed 
on Visscher’s collection of period 
instruments.

Many GuitarFest registrants are 
students at universities in Alberta 
and BC. They will perform in public 
concerts on Wednesday evening 
and Saturday afternoon, and the 
faculty will collaborate in a concert 
on Friday evening, August 19. All 
concerts except Café Langham take 
place at St. Andrew’s United Church.

C h e c k  t h e  w e b s i t e  a t 
kasloguitarfest.com for details, or 
contact David Stewart at 250-353-
7600 or kasloguitarfest@gmail.com.
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submitted
The 20th annual Wise Women’s 

Festival is being held in the Kootenays, 
August 26-28. In past years, it was 
held at Naramata Centre in the 
Okanagan, where hundreds of women 
gathered to share in celebration of 
growing wise. Two years ago, the 
Naramata Centre closed down so 
the festival moved to the beautiful 
Johnson’s Landing Retreat Centre 
near the top of Kootenay Lake.

On Friday afternoon, there will 
be a Healing Oasis and Festival store. 
Opening ceremonies start at 7 pm. 
Saturday and Sunday feature over 
18 workshops with 12 instructors, 
three to four instructors at a time in 

Wise Women’s Festival coming August 26-28
one of the many workshop spaces. 
This amazing event has full details 
available at www.IssuesMagazine.
net.

The weekend can start as early as 
Thursday with an optional sweat led 
by Sunnaira from OK Falls, Marilyn 
Puff from Kamloops, and Peggy Ness 
from Creston. As is traditional with 
most sweats, it is by donation.

This wonderful festival is an 
opportunity for women to share time 
together and learn from others who 
are willing to share their experiences 
and skills. Call us toll free 1-877-366-
4402 for information or to reserve 
your space at the Festival. See the 
display ad on this page.

This sign was installed earlier this summer on private property at the entrance to Kaslo from the Nelson side. The same sign will go up at the entrance 
on the New Denver side if a suitable private property can be found. Smaller signs with a similar message have also appeared in the windows of some 

Kaslo establishments. The signage was privately funded by a group of Kaslo area citizens, with contributions from some local businesses. Bill Stroshein, 
a spokesperson for the Kaslo group, reports that the signage has to go up on private property because the Ministry of Transportation won’t authorize any 
signs on the road allowance that they consider a distraction. The group came up with the signage idea in response to a public discussion regarding loud 
motorcycles that began late last year, when residents from the area collected 4,300 signatures on a petition calling for RCMP enforcement of regulations 
prohibiting the removal or alternation of mufflers. The Kaslo group felt that enforcement would keep touring motorcyclists away, negatively affecting the 
local economy. “The quietest motorcycle is the one parked outside your business while the rider is inside spending money… so that’s what we wish to 
encourage,” said Stroshein. He says he has spoken to several motorcyclists this summer and has had nothing but positive comments about the sign.

submitted
Artists ,  organizations and 

community groups are hosting free, 
participatory activities during the 
seventh annual Culture Days and 
everyone is invited. Taking place 
September 30, October 1 and 2, 
the public is invited to discover the 
‘behind the scenes’ world of artists, 
creators, heritage experts, curators, 
designers and other creative people in 
the community. 

Hubs from Castlegar to Kaslo are 
opening their doors, and with the great 
diversity of Kootenay Culture there 

Culture Days in the Kootenays
is sure to be something for everyone. 
Everyone in the community is invited 
to share what Kootenay Culture means 
to them by hosting an activity free to 
the public in their area of expertise.

In 2015, 62% of participants 
discovered something they did not 
know before about arts and culture 
in their community. By participating, 
individuals, organizations and 
businesses find a unique opportunity 
to share what they do with the public, 
expanding on their current audience 
or clientele.

Activities can range from arts to 

heritage to local cultural recreation 
activities. They must be free to the 
public and offer some sort of interactive 
or behind-the-scenes experience.

To participate, these are the steps: 
create a cultural event; ensure it’s free 
to the public and takes place during 
Culture Days weekend (Sept. 30, Oct. 
1, Oct. 2); encourage participation, 
engagement or dialogue; register at 
www.culturedays.ca/en/my-culture-
days before September 18; promote 
your event on social media and 
in newsletters using the hashtag 
#kootenayculture. 

submitted
The Okanagan National Alliance 

is conducting a juvenile white 
sturgeon monitoring program on 

Juvenile white sturgeon to be monitored in Arrow Lakes
behalf of BC Hydro. This is currently 
taking place in the Upper Arrow 
Lakes and includes the use of gill 
nets and set lines to target juvenile 

white sturgeon. The nets are marked 
with two large orange buoys and the 
ONA asks people not to disturb the 
buoys “…as they are markers we 

rely on for locations of equipment.”
“C’m’tus [Syilx word for white 

sturgeon, pronounced Chimtoos] 
are of traditional significance to 
the Okanagan peoples, and they are 
an important part of the health and 
diversity of the Columbia River,” 
says Howie Wright, Fisheries 
Program Manager.

Since 2013, the ONA has been 
conducting the program in an attempt 
to assess survival and growth of 
hatchery-released fish. Juvenile 
white sturgeon are released each 
year by BC Hydro and the Fish and 
Wildlife Compensation Program 
within the Arrow Lakes Reservoir at 
locations including Shelter Bay and 
Millennium Park, among other areas.

Objectives of ONA’s Juvenile 
White Sturgeon Monitoring Program 
include:

• determining the habitat 

locations and the characteristics of 
the habitats utilized by juvenile white 
sturgeon in the mid-Columbia River;

• determining the survival rates 
in the mid-Columbia River;

• determining how hydraulic 
conditions resulting from dam and 
reservoir operations relate to habitat 
suitability in the mid-Columbia 
River;

• determining if modifications 
can be made to the operations of the 
Revelstoke Dam or the Arrow Lakes 
Reservoir to protect or enhance 
juvenile white sturgeon habitat.

Advertise in the 
Valley Voice

It pays!!!
• Call 358-7218 for details • 

email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca
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by Art Joyce
This year’s Kaslo Jazz Etc. 

Festival hit a high-water mark by 
selling out tickets a week before 
the event, with an estimated 7,000 
in attendance. “They’ve had single 
events sell out in the past, but never 
the whole festival,” said Executive 
Director Paul Hinrichs. 

In another first, 1,500 weekend 
passes were sold this year, more 
evidence that Hinrich’s strategy is 
working. “We definitely got a lot 
of attention from the jazz festival 
community because it’s pretty rare for 
a jazz festival to sell out.”

Despite the additional pressure on 
the village, with four new campsites 
added, there were no major incidents. 
That is, besides the weather, which 
had patrons scrambling for cover 
from a heavy downpour Friday and 
Saturday. 

Measur ing  s t reng ths  and 
weaknesses is a sure way to grow 
and improve the festival, and Hinrichs 
isn’t afraid to confront them head-on. 

Many complained about the 
system for buying liquor, which 
effectively had patrons lining up three 
times to get beer or wine. Hinrichs 
says in part this is due to BC Liquor 
Control Board (LCB) regulations and 
the new open liquor format of the 
festival that was pioneered last year. 
Having separate vendors for beer and 
wine is a requirement of the LCB. “It’s 
a trade-off. Kaslo Jazz Fest is one of 
the flagship sites for that kind of liquor 

25th annual Kaslo Jazz Festival sells out for the first time ever
licensing at a festival. You have to 
show them you’re going to exercise 
due diligence. But it’s definitely one 
of the areas we need to refine for 
next year.”

On the plus side, kicking off the 
festival by having the Circus Act 
Insomniacs lead the Friday evening 
parade was clearly a hit. 

The music programming hit 
exactly the mark Hinrichs had planned 
for: the 20-40 age demographic, with 
plenty of families. In part this was 
done to fill the gap left by the absence 
of Starbelly Jam this year. But it 
also reflects changing music festival 
demographics generally. That said, 
Hinrichs arranged the programming 
so that the traditional audience for 
Jazz Fest didn’t feel left out. “Friday 
will be the big headliner; Saturday will 
be more appealing to jazz sensibilities; 
and Sundays will be more world 
music, folk and up-and-coming acts,” 
explains Hinrichs. 

Some acts, like Delhi 2 Dublin, 
have such an infectious beat they’re 
cross-generational, as was evident by 
the hip-shaking Saturday night crowd. 

On-site surveys were revealing. Of 
147 who answered the question, “Did 
you get good value for your money?” 
143 – about 96% – said yes. Fifty 
percent of Jazz Fest patrons came in 
a group of three or more, and 85% 
bought alcohol. Sixty-two percent 
came from the BC Interior, 22% 
from within BC, 12% from outside 
BC and just 4% came from outside 

Canada. Asked, “How would you rate 
overall quality of festival?” of 148 
respondents, 68% rated it ‘excellent,’ 
28% ‘good,’ 4% ‘fair’ and only one 
person rated it ‘poor.’ “We’re getting 
a lot of people writing to say it was 
the best festival they’ve ever been to.”  

One of the great things about Jazz 
Fest is the vibrant after-hours music 
scene in downtown Kaslo. Walking 
down the main street Saturday night, 
there were bands playing in the 
Kaslo Hotel, Buddy’s Pizzeria and 
the BlueBelle Bistro. The Tequila 
Mockingbird Orchestra, escaping the 
stifling heat in the bistro, played an 
impromptu set on the sidewalk, with 
a lovely rendition of David Bowie’s 
‘Space Oddity.’ Hinrichs wants to 

support this aspect of the festival 
weekend, while adding mini-events 
sponsored by Jazz Fest throughout 
the year. 

“We have to stay relevant all year 
round. It’s a lot of work for just one 
weekend, so we’re open to suggestions 
for events the rest of the year.” 

Other glitches this year included 
problems with recycling and not 
enough shuttle buses. The festival 
lost its composting outlet just before 
the event and a lack of coordination 
meant recyclables got lumped in 
with waste materials. Hinrichs says 
they failed to meet their zero waste 
target this year – a goal he’s firmly 
committed to meeting next year. “It’s 
Kaslo Minor Hockey that does our 

recycling and we’re not going to ask 
them to sort through a truck full of 
material. When you’re bringing 7,000 
people to town you have a significant 
amount of garbage.” 

Another success this year was 
the volunteer experience. Hinrichs 
says they were very aware of the 
‘volunteer burnout’ that had crept in. 
The Kaslo Women’s Auxiliary made 
700 sandwiches for volunteers and 
local businesses provided the food, 
including organic bologna. “We 
wanted to make sure to give them the 
best experience possible so that when 
we open up applications next year they 
wouldn’t hesitate.” 

Got suggestions? Email info@
kaslojazzfest.com.

This lucky boy was invited by Oscar Lopez to perform onstage with him during the artist’s MainStage show Saturday evening.
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by Jan McMurray
The Unity Music Festival on 

Slocan’s spectacular beach at the south 
end of Slocan Lake is growing. Ticket 
sales to this year’s event were up over 
last year, and the number of vendors 
was up, too.

Held July 15-17 this year, Unity 
Fest is a family festival featuring 
world music. This year’s line-up 
included many Kootenay musicians, 
as well as a few from farther afield in 
Canada and the world. The quality of 
musicianship was spectacular.

Chris Berger, one of the three main 
organizers, reports that 730 tickets 
were sold this year – 300 more than 
last year. With the musicians, crew, 
volunteers and guests, she says there 
were about 1200 people on the site 
over the weekend.

“All the feedback we’re getting 
has been super positive,” Berger said. 
“The vendors were all pleased, and 
everyone has been telling us they had 
a great time.”

The festival site grew this year, as 
well. The second stage was set further 
back than it has been in the past, 
creating more space on the grounds. 
The vendors were moved to the area 
that was used for parking in previous 
years – away from the lake and behind 
a berm, a bit more sheltered from the 
wind. Parking was available on the 

Unity Music Festival on Slocan beach continues to grow
former mill property, alleviating street 
parking in the village. 

“We have yet to debrief with the 
Village, but I think the parking was a 
big improvement over last year. We 
worked with them to ensure that we 
didn’t impede the boat ramp traffic 
this year, and I think it worked,” said 
Berger.

New this year were workshops, 
held in the vendor area, on the 

main festival site, and on the beach. 
There were Taiko drum, African 
dance, hula hooping, yoga, and beat 
boxing workshops. There was also a 
workshop with the Beehive Collective 
about community stories and struggles 
from Mexico to Panama, and a Heart 
Mapping workshop with Soniko. 

Berger is pleased with the diversity 
of people who attend Unity every year. 
“People of all ages come, from the 

very young to elders. It’s a family 
festival!” she says.

Chris Berger of Passmore, Felicity 

Gerwing of Slocan and Scott Milne of 
Nelson are the three key organizers of 
the annual event. 

Kids of all ages had a blast at Unity! Kytami and her electronic fiddle had the audience rocking out at Unity Saturday night.
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submitted
Using dance, theatre, and humour 

Mark Kunji Ikeda narrates the story of 
Japanese Canadian internment in BC. 
He investigates the social climates and 
hardships from a time when his own 
family was labelled enemy aliens. He 
delves into one of Canada’s darkest 
decisions and unwraps how the racism 
of past generations has affected the 
Japanese community today.

Ikeda will perform Sansei: The 
Storyteller at the Kohan Garden, New 
Denver, on Saturday and Sunday August 
20 and 21, 2 pm, and at the Langham 
Cultural Centre, Kaslo, on Friday 
August 26, 7:30 pm and on Sunday, 
August 27, 2 pm.

“Through this project, I’ve 

Mark Kunji Ikeda presents Sansei: The Storyteller 
combined the most incredible story 
of my family history with the more 
incredible methods of storytelling,” 
he says. “While there will always be 
a certain gravity around the subject of 
the internment, due to the struggle and 
courage of my family I have been able to 
approach the subject with a light-hearted 
curiosity, and that is something worth 
celebrating. 

“The title holds a particular personal 
relevance. The Storyteller is classically 
meant to please and instruct, to be 
alluring and surprising; in this piece 
I’ve unleashed theatrical devices, 
contemporary dance, recorded family 
interviews, and historical publications 
to give the full breadth and scope of 
this experience... this exceptionally dark 

experience that has led to my birth: a real 
silver lining from my own perspective. 

“As for Sansei: Third Generation 
Japanese Canadian (ancestors arriving 
before WWI) – I believe I am the 
youngest Sansei in Canada, perhaps 
even in North America. Through this 
personal narrative, unwrapped through 
the performance, is the story of my 
grandfather who had my father – and, in 
turn, my father, who exceptionally late 
in life, sired me. So if there are any other 
Sansei out in Canada who are under 30 
– please speak up!”

Ikeda creates original performances 
that combine narrative and dance. 

His training in dance and theatre has 
developed a unique methodology, 
combining story, imagination, and 
choreography that led to him being 
named the 2015 Emerging Artist by 
Calgary Arts Development Authority.

An ensemble member of the 
Dancers’ Studio West, he has taught at 
the University of Calgary, the Rosebud 
School of the Arts and currently teaches 
at Mount Royal University in Calgary. 
He has also served as the Artistic 
Director of MoMo Dance Theatre. This 
July, he co-directed ViSTA: Valhalla 
School of Theatre Arts in Silverton. He 
has found a special place in his heart for 

the Kootenays.
All Sansei performances are made 

possible by support from the BC 
Multiculturalism Fund. The Columbia 
Basin Trust, RDCK, Slocan Lake 
Gallery Society, and the Slocan Lake 
Garden Society are also providing 
financial support for the Kohan Garden 
performances. The Langham also thanks 
the BC Multiculturalism Fund and the 
Columbia Kootenay Cultural Alliance.

Find details at www.thelangham.
ca, www.facebook.com/The Langham-
Kaslo Cultural Centre 250-353-2661 or 
www.newdenver.ca, www.facebook.
com/Kohan Reflection Garden. 

by Jan McMurray
This year’s Toadfest at Summit 

Lake Provincial Park was not like the 
others. There were no toadlets to carry 
safely across the highway in buckets.

In past years, Toadfest has taken 
place in mid to late August. This year, 
it was scheduled for July 27 and 28 
because the adult toads went down to 
the lake to breed about a month earlier 
than usual.

“We were really surprised that the 
toadlets hadn’t emerged yet, because 
it was the earliest breeding observed 
for decades,” said Angus Glass of 
the Fish and Wildlife Compensation 

No toadlets for Toadfest 2016
Program (FWCP), organizer of the 
event. “Typically, the tadpoles take six 
to eight weeks to develop, but it took 
longer this year. It seems that the cold 
weather in late June and into July had 
an impact on them.”

Nevertheless, Glass said turnout 
to Toadfest 2016 was good with 
150-200 people each day. Although 
some were disappointed, most were 
fascinated with the tadpoles on the shore 
metamorphosing into toadlets. “It took 
a different spin this year,” said Glass. 
“People wandered down to the shoreline 
to have a look, and most had never seen 
toadlets with tadpole tails before.”

Glass says the messaging for 
Toadfest has changed since it started 
in 2010. “At first, it was helping 
toads across the road, but now it’s 
understanding the life cycle of the 
western toad and other species,” said 

Glass, “because the number of toadlets 
we save by bucketing them across the 
road is relatively small in the scheme 
of things.” 

People who attended this year also 
took more time to visit the exhibits in 
the park, which included information on 
the western toad, snakes, aquatic bugs, 
butterflies, and more. Organizations 
exhibiting were FWCP, SWAMP 
(Slocan Wetland and Monitoring 
Project), CKISS (Central Kootenay 
Invasive Species Society), and BC 
Parks. Glass reminds the public not to 
move the toadlets outside of Toadfest, 
when traffic controllers are there to stop 
the vehicles while people bucket the 
toadlets across the road. “Please don’t 
move the toadlets when they appear in 
a few days. Traffic is moving very fast 
along that stretch of highway. The road 
is dangerous,” he said. 

Toadfest 2016 happened too early this year to help the toadlets across the road. Instead, people 
were able to see the tadpoles metamorphosing into toadlets on the beach, July 26 and 27.
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Don’t miss Mark Kunji Ikeda’s performance of ‘Sansei: The Storyteller,’ about the Japanese Canadian internment in BC. He performs later this 
month at the Kohan Garden in New Denver and at the Langham in Kaslo.
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Bodaciously Beautiful Big 
Book & Bake Bazaar.  August 
13th from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm 

at Nakusp Public Library.

17th Annual Silent Auction: 
Aug. 6 - 13.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635  www.selkirkrealty.com

PALS has kittens that are shy, but ready for 
FOREVER HOMES, looking for someone 

who is patient, loving and gentle.
Please call PALS at 250-265-3792 for more 

information.  
More kittens available for adoption soon!

ASSISTANT TREASURER – TEMPORARY
The Village of Nakusp has a temporary employment opportunity for an 
Assistant Treasurer.  Reporting to the Chief Administrative Officer, the 
Assistant Treasurer assists in the coordination and maintenance of the 
Village’s accounting records.
 
This is accounting and clerical work of moderate complexity involving a 
variety of accounts receivable and accounts payable transactions, account 
reconciliations, property tax/utility billing record keeping, preparation of 
required journal entries and maintenance of related files and records. The 
Assistant Treasurer assists the Chief Administrative Officer with preparation 
for annual external audit and the preparation of the annual five-year financial 
plan.

This position exercises a considerable amount of independence of 
judgment within established guidelines, and requires establishing and 
maintaining effective working relationships with a variety of internal 
and external contacts. Speed and accuracy is also important when 
processing financial information. This position performs related work 
as required and will include some front counter and reception duties. 

The successful applicant must be comfortable with technology, be a team 
player and have keen analytical and interpersonal skills.  Experience with 
VADIM software is an asset.

Ideal applicants will have experience in a local government setting and a 
diploma including courses in accounting or completion of 2nd year CA/CGA/
CMA and 2 years’ directly related experience or the equivalent combination 
of education and experience. 

This is a temporary Union position filling a medical leave. The rate of pay 
is $25.40 - $27.44 per hour as per the Collective Agreement between the 
Village of Nakusp and the Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 2450.  
A complete resume of experience, qualifications and references will be 
accepted until 4:00 pm, August 12, 2016, to the CAO, Village of Nakusp, 
Box 280, 91 – 1st Street NW, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0; Fax: 250-265-3788, or 
email cao@nakusp.com

by Art Joyce
Turns out there’s far more going 

on at Nakusp Medieval Days than just 
an exercise in nostalgia. Far more than 
merely a forum for staged battles, the 
festival boasts a wide array of revived 
ancient skills. Although numbers were 
down slightly this year, Daniel Abraham, 
Nakusp Medieval Society (NMS) 
president, says the event was a success. 
Judging by the delight I saw on the faces 
of young and old watching ‘sword’ 
combat, archery skills, Highland games, 
and jousting matches with competing 
‘knights,’ I’d have to agree. 

The partnership between the NMS 
and the Society for Creative Anachronism 
(SCA) was a first for both organizations 
last year. The SCA was established some 
50 years ago and represents “over 1,000 
years of history from pre-17th century 
Europe and the cultures that influenced 
Europe.” For those new to this event, 
a little explanation helps. “Participants 
in the SCA develop a persona which 
represents an individual from the Middle 
Ages who might have existed (but not 
based on a real figure from that time...). 
For most SCA participants this means 
selecting a particular time and culture 
from the Middle Ages, building a name 
from documented historical records from 
that culture, and wearing clothing that 
someone from that culture would have 
worn.” And indeed, it’s this colourful 
array of costumed characters that helps 
create the unique allure of Medieval Days. 

The Jousting Alliance of Washington 
State brought in fully armoured ‘knights’ 
competing with lances on horseback – 
another first for Nakusp Medieval Days. 
The event featured a ‘page’ or announcer 
who goaded the audience to cheer for just 
about any competitor besides the Black 
Knight, who delighted in taunting both 
his competitors and the audience. For 
safety the lances are designed to shatter on 
impact, but this is not a sport without risk. 
The female Green Knight, Ariana Wolf, 
sustained a slight injury at Saturday’s 
match when a lance deflected off her 
shoulder armour and caused a bruise 
on her cheek. Nakusp resident Richard 
Fahlman was ‘knighted’ for coming to 
their assistance when he drove to the 
border to tow a horse trailer when one 
of the jouster’s trucks broke down. The 
crowds loved it. 

The war on Saturday pitched the 
principality of Tir-Righ, comprising BC 
and part of Washington, against Avocal, 
the kingdom to the east, comprising 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and part of Idaho. 
Contestants compete for ‘war points’ at 
various events throughout the year that 
can determine who rises to the position 
of royalty in the kingdom. Sunday’s 
Highland games featured a half-dozen 
kilt-clad competitors displaying feats of 
strength and agility with such sports as 
the shot putt and caber tossing. 

In an era when we’re accustomed 
to seeing everything from thumbtacks 
to iPads made in China or Malaysia, the 
merchants at Medieval Days are more 
artisans than mere retailers. William 
Litwin, a.k.a. Taliesin ap Hafgan, 
specializes in calligraphy, and explained 
the painstaking process he uses to 
create ink from black walnut, among 
other sources for his inks. His partner 
Christopher ‘Topher’ Mackenzie creates 
chain mail as well as being a spinner and 

weaver. Kimberley Grigg, a.k.a. Duchess 
Meaghan, hosted a sewing and weaving 
circle teaching young women her skills, 
including Norse knotwork (nálbinding) 
that predates modern knitting by some 
2,000 years. Stuart Tringle and Aleyn 
Wyckington displayed handcrafted 
medieval period lyres and encouraged 
festival patrons to try them out. Metal 
artists displayed handcrafted armour 
for sale and there were blacksmithing 
demonstrations from Nelson’s Kootenay 
Arts Studio. Leather workers such as 
Vargas Hides and Dyes happily take 
commissions for armour or belts and 
pouches made to last. Someone at the 
festival was the lucky raffle winner of 
a handcrafted longbow by Kootenay 
artisan Clark Dennill. A medieval-style 
furniture maker came all the way from 
Denver, Colorado with his wife, who 

displayed a beautiful tapestry-in-progress. 
The festival also teamed up with Nakusp 
Secondary to create swords for sale to 
would-be knights. 

“We recognize that there’s a lot of 
traditional handcrafted arts around here,” 
says Abraham, “so we thought one way to 
promote tourism is to give them a chance 
to promote their wares at our festival. Last 
year we had 28 vendors but this year we 
had about a third more. We try to keep 
things as local as possible, as relevant 
as possible.”

No medieval festival would be 
complete without music and featured 
strolling musicians John Anderson 
on flute and Kootenay Kiltie Pipe 
Band bagpiper Dale Morris. Multi-
instrumentalists Suzanne LeClerc and 
Bryn Wilkin, known as Vazzy, held court 
in their music tent, performing award-

winning renditions of traditional French, 
Celtic, Métis and Canadian songs. Dr. 
Kevin Zakresky, who recently performed 
at Britain’s Wembley arena with the Royal 
Philharmonic Concert Orchestra, offered 
short presentations on medieval musical 
history and Gregorian chant. Nakusp’s 
own Nikki Cole kept the kids’ tent well 
entertained with puppetry.    

The food and beverage department 
was a blend of ancient and modern. 
A bakery vendor sold both traditional 
and gluten-free goodies. A big hit was 
the tent offering ‘Irish-style’ whiskey 
(only whiskey made in Ireland can be 
called ‘Irish whiskey’). Award-winning 
Kootenay Craft Distillery was there with 
their regular and flavoured vodkas. The 
Burton City Cidery offered a distinctly 

Second annual Nakusp Medieval Days a blast from the past
medieval touch to its high-test ciders. 
The festival tavern sold out of everything 
they ordered. “Last year we were a little 
more strict on the food, that it had to be 
medieval food,” says Abraham, “but we 
had only two vendors and they sold out 
fast. So this year we thought, we can 
sacrifice authenticity to keep peoples’ 
bellies full. And it worked.”

The festival closed around 6 pm each 
day, making it both family-friendly and 
easy on the neighbours. Look for another 
exciting event at next year’s Medieval 
Days. For more information visit www.
medievaldays.ca.

West Kootenay Minor Lacrosse players from Nakusp are: Adam Volansky (Midget), Tegan Abbott (Peewee), Dakoda 
Fizzard (Peewee), and Wyatt Petterson (Bantam). They had a great season this year, with all three teams bringing 
home medals from the provincial championships. The Midget and Bantam teams both won silver medals, while the 
Peewees won the bronze. Adam Volansky, along with Syren Bird from South Slocan, were chosen to play on the 

Kootenay Team at the BC Summer Games in Abbotsford July 21-24. The team finished seventh out of eight.

Thomas and Kurtis Steenhoff from Rosebery also played on West Kootenay Minor Lacrosse teams this year. 
Thomas played on the Peewee team, which brought home the bronze medal from the provincial championships.
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submitted
Three new and exciting food 

projects are sprouting up in the 
Slocan Valley, ready to launch this 
fall. These additions to the region 
take us from New Denver to Slocan 
to Winlaw, creating a lovely ‘foodie 
road trip.’

First stop, the Village Hearth 
Restaurant in New Denver! The 
Healthy Community Society of 
the North Slocan Valley (HCS), a 
registered not for profit society, is 
excited to launch their new restaurant 
in the heart of New Denver this fall. 

HCS has spearheaded many local 
projects related to food, including 
a partnership with the local school. 
HCS established a community garden 
and greenhouse at the school and 
were able to hire staff to create a lunch 
and breakfast program for students, as 
well as develop curriculum around the 
garden and establish an after school 
program called ‘Green Thumbs.’ 

In looking for other ways to 
bolster food security, the society 
determined that there is a need for 
a stronger local market that farmers 
can sell to. As a result, they have 
decided to help create that market by 
launching their very own restaurant. 
The Village Hearth will purchase and 
plate up as much local delicious food 
as they are able to.

Slocan Valley welcomes three new food projects this fall
The society has leased Rory’s 

on Main Restaurant in New Denver 
starting this fall. They have already 
hired a restaurant manager and are 
actively searching for a cook. The 
restaurant will be aiming to serve 
dinner two to four nights a week 
initially and may look at expanding 
their hours in the future. Their target 
market is local folks who want to 
support their farmers and enjoy fresh, 
nutritious and seasonal meals. Their 
vision is all about supporting local 
farmers, creating a demand for local 
produce, and enhancing food security 
in the region. They feel strongly that 
the demand for good food in our local 
restaurants has the power to influence 
real change. The society has dreams 
of one day developing this project 
into a food hub where community 
members can access food storage, 
food processing equipment, space 
rental and community composting. 

Next we are off to Slocan and 
the Kootenay Food Centre. This 
project is a partnership between 
WE Graham Community Services, 
a registered charitable organization, 
and the West Kootenay Permaculture 
Co-op, a not-for-profit cooperative. 

WKPC has four years of research 
and data around food security and 
economies in the region that has been 
gathered through events like Farm 
Food Fork and countless others. This 
research led the co-op to develop 
and provide access to affordable, 
high quality food and farming 
education for anyone who eats and 
engages in our local food economy, 
from homesteaders and farmers to 
consumers and organizations. After 
years of hosting its Homesteading 
101 education series and organizing 

events to help build a wide network 
and gather data about the region’s 
food economy, the co-op felt it was 
time to establish its own kitchen space 
to take its programming to the next 
level. Enter WE.Graham Community 
Services. 

These folks have over 20 years 
experience feeding people in Slocan 
Valley communities through the food 
bank and food bank garden (among 
many other community services) 
and were looking for opportunities 
to expand some of their existing 
programs. 

The Kootenay Food Centre will 
offer affordable, hands-on education 
that will increase the region’s capacity 
regarding food security and economic 
viability. By operating out of the 
Kootenay Food Centre, the co-op 
will be able to purchase excess food 
from local gardeners and farmers, 
then value process and store it in the 
community pantry. This pantry will 

be accessed by the food bank as well 
as the wider community for social 
enterprise opportunities. 

One way the co-op plans to share 
the local excess is by hosting regularly 
occurring community meals in Slocan 
with a ‘pay what you can model’ to 
ensure there are no economic barriers 
to good food.  The goal is to create a 
holistic and healthy little ecosystem 
of diverting waste, investing in local 
growers, providing education and 
skill building, feeding community, 
and supporting right livelihoods in 
the community. 

The Valley Kitchen in Winlaw 
is the last stop on the road trip to 
a good food-induced coma. Here 
in the heart of Winlaw, owners 
Rob and Sally of Alpine Divine 
Food Services Ltd are launching a 
brand new commercial kitchen. They 
bring a wealth of knowledge to this 
project, as the pair formerly operated 
out of, and eventually ran, a large 

commercial kitchen in Calgary. They 
felt that the community needed access 
to an affordable commercial kitchen 
space to help bolster the local food 
economy. Located right on the main 
highway in Winlaw, they are sure 
to get plenty of folks stopping in to 
check them out. 

The Valley Kitchen will offer a 
large kitchen space equipped with 
ranges, burners, convection ovens, 
prep space, food storage, a large 
freezer and even space for equipment 
storage, to name a few. In the front 
of the building, there will be a retail 
space available for their clients so 
they can sell their products directly to 
the public. They will also be offering 
free consultation services to anyone 
thinking about accessing this space 
to ensure that the renter receives the 
optimal services for their needs. The 
Valley Kitchen feels strongly that 
their services should be affordable 
and accessible to anyone. 

submitted
Already in the second half 

of its season, Studio Connexion 
Gallery is getting excited about 
hosting the first Summer Group 
Show just in time for the Columbia 
Basin Culture Tour. The exhibition 
will start on Wednesday August 10 
and run through Saturday August 
27. The reception will take place 
on Saturday August 13 between 2 
and 5 pm. To celebrate the CBCT, 
the gallery will be open from 10 
am to 5 pm on August 13-14.

Artist Tim Andrew from 
Edgewood is coming back with 
his engraved stainless steel tiles. 

The Summer Group Show at Studio Connexion Gallery
He has been working on few larger 
pieces; one of them is clear coated 
mild steel, which means we are 
going to see some colours.

Linda Dixon, who has lived 
in Nakusp for 15 years, has 
been working with textiles her 
whole career, experimenting with 
different fabrics and dyes. She will 
present recent and older works.

Madelaine Elia, a young art 
teacher originally from Vancouver 
Island, is bringing her mixed 
media pieces. Janice Hogg, a 
graduate from the Alberta College 
of Arts & Design in Calgary, has 
reactivated her artist career with 

her intricate collages. Carleen 
Ross from the Edmonton area will 
show some of her wildlife. She and 
her family have been working in 
their Arrow Lakes vineyard this 
summer.

Studio Connexion Gallery 
is located at 203 Fifth Ave. NW, 
in the heart of Nakusp, just two 
and a half short blocks from 
Broadway St. Regular business 
hours are 11 am to 4 pm, Tuesday 
to Saturday. Private appointments 
can be arranged by calling Anne 
at 250-265-3586 or 250-265-
8888. Follow the gallery: www.
facebook.com/studioconnexion.

Advertise in the 
Valley Voice.  

It pays!!!
Call 358-7218 for details  

 valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ENVIRONMENT

Appointments can be scheduled by contacting 
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week: 
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons; 

Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.  
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy, 

Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services. 
www.activebalancechiro.ca

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience

info Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

COMING EVENTS

Your ad could 
be here for only 

$11.00 + GST

AUTOMOTIVE

FOR RENT

Your ad could 
be here for only 

$11.00 + GST

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ballroom Dance in the Kootenays
by Fran Wallis, Bronze Assoc. DIVDA
Group & Private 
classes for teens & adults
Wedding Preparation Packages
    «Plan for your special day» 
franwallis@redmtn.ca or 250-358-2448

LARRY’S REPAIR
513 PARK AVE., SLOCAN
(formerly SLOCAN AUTO)

250-355-2632

CLEANING

We do automotive from A - Z
It’s spring, time to service your lawn 

mower - Ken Hart can help
8845 Hwy 31 • Shutty Bench • 250-353-2800

Bikes, Skis, 
Snowshoes

Sales and 
Maintenance 

Call Shon
250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

• BICYCLE

Personal Classifieds start 
at $8.00

Call 250-358-7218 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

CARD OF THANKS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award 
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza. 
250-353-2282.
NATHALIE’S PRODUCE: CHERRIES - 
PEACHES - APRICOTS - BLUEBERRIES 
fresh from Okanagan Valley. Fruit stand at 1 
Mile, Nelson 10 am to 6 pm; New Denver 
Market Fridays 10 am-2 pm; Nakusp next to 
market at What’s Brewing Saturday 8 am-1 
pm; Kaslo Market Saturday 10 am - 2 pm.
HAIR BY TETH on medical leave August 
through September.

‘71 VOLVO 145 STATION WAGON - 
Restoration almost complete. Runs well. 
$1500. Call 250-269-7315.

WE ARE VICTIMS of our own success! 
Sappho’s Bakery New Denver is for sale 
so the exhausted owners can retire. Home-
based business, must be moved to new 
location. All equipment, formulas, contracts 
and training included. $40,000. 250-358-
2119 or sapphos@netidea.com. 
THINKING OF STARTING, buying 
or expanding your own business? If so, 

UNITY MUSIC FESTIVAL would like to 
Thank EVERYONE who made this years 
festival a great experience, especially our 
sponsors: The Village of Slocan, Heritage 
Canada, Sockeye Enterprises, Columbia 
Basin Trust, Columbia Kootenay Cultural 
Alliance, RDCK Area H, SIFCo, Heritage 
Credit Union, Silverton Building Supplies, 
United Rentals, Slocan Valley Co-op, 
Kootenay Savings Credit Union, Sunwise 
Design, Camara Cassin, Gaia Tree Whole 
Foods, Slocan Village Market, Maple 
Leaf Store, New Market Foods, White 
Pines Dojo, SK Fire Equipment, Blue 
Moon B&B, Fomi’s Bakery, Ripping 
Giraffe Board Shop, Integra Tire, Nomads 
Hemp Wear, Kootenay Sound Studios, 
Kootenay Market, SaveOn Foods, Safeway, 
Evergreen Foods, Oso Negro.

THE FRIDAY MARKET happens every 
Friday in downtown New Denver 10 am to 2 
pm. For an eclectic selection of locally grown 
produce, artisanal food products and artisans’ 
wares. Contact: ndfridaymarket@gmail.com
BODACIOUSLY BEAUTIFUL BIG 
BOOK & Bake Bazaar. August 13 from 9 
am to 2 pm at Nakusp Public Library.

REIKI I TRAINING in Winlaw at 
Benailse Retreat Centre, Aug 19 (7:30-9:30 
pm free introductory evening), Training 
Aug 20-21 (all day). $150-$200 sliding 
scale. Work trades available. 250-226-7840 
or livina_hiacinth@netidea.com. 
SEAN ASHBY, Rock Guitar Great, 
composer, songwriter, independent record 
producer, plays Silverton Memorial Hall 
Tuesday, August 23, 8 pm. $15 at door only. 
New CDs, original tunes. Info @ seanashby.
com, silvertongallery.ca.
AT THE HIDDEN GARDEN GALLERY: 
‘Feathers and Floral,’ paintings by Sharon 
Isaaks, August 15-20, reception Tuesday, 
August 16, 7-9 pm, music by Donna Jean 
and Gary Wright. ‘Winter Studies’ pen and 
ink drawings on wood by Boukje Elzinga, 
August 22-27, reception Tuesday, August 
23 from 7 to 9 pm, music by Paul Gibbons 
and Jeremy Down. The Hidden Garden 
Gallery, 803 Kildare St, New Denver, is 
open 10 to 3 Monday through Saturday.

MORGEN BARDATI AND NADINE 
STEFAN will be opening their studios 
during the Columbia Basin Culture Tour 
Saturday, August 13 and Sunday August 
14 from 10 am to 5 pm. Studios are 
located on the 2nd floor, 717 Josephine 
Street (above the liquor store). For more 
information call 1-877-505-7355 or visit 
www.cbculturetour.com

ARTSOLUTELY - IT’S A GO! August 
13 & 14: Twelve Valley Artisans in one 
convenient location during the 8th Annual 
Culture Tour - August 13 &14, 10-5 pm. 
Slocan Valley Community Arts Council 
offered its members a unique opportunity 
to display their wares at the Crescent Valley 
Hall on Hwy 6, just a short distance north 
of Playmor Junction. Nothing can stop us 
now, rain, wind, heat or sleet, no problem 
– we are indoors, with plenty of parking 
available. This is your chance to come and 
meet local artisans, talk to them about their 
process, buy some one of a kind offerings. 
Come take advantage of this special event, 
door prizes, sales and demos.

FOR RENT IN NAKUSP: 2 bdrm, 2 
full bathroom, skylights, hardwood in 

Community Futures offers business loans, 
counseling & training; and delivers the 
Self employment program in the Arrow 
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave 
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email 
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
WORK YOUR DREAM JOB and be 
your own boss with help from the Self-
employment program at Community Futures! 
Through this program you will receive 
business plan instruction and ongoing 
business training and coaching while you 
start your business. And if you’re eligible you 
will usually also receive financial support for 
the first year. To learn more call 265-3674 ext. 
201 or email Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

MANY THANKS TO ALL those who 
helped make the recent Argentine Tango 
weekend in New Denver so successful. 
Thanks  Sandra  England,  Rober t 
Worona and George Minas, and special 
acknowledgment to Taeko Miwa, who 
graciously accommodated our guest 
instructors from Missoula and to Raven’s 
Nest, Rutabaga Foods, Vahalla Pure, New 
Market Foods and the Kaslo Jazz Etc., who 
all donated prizes for the tangueros.
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HARDWOOD FLOORS 
WHOLESALE

100% CANADIAN PREF. ALUM-OXIDE. ROAK-
MAPLE BISTRO/TAVERN 3 1/4” X 3/4” - $4.39/SF 
– MILL RUN $85 Sel BETTER. NORTH PLANK. 

RL. UP TO 7’ $5.49/SF PLT. – ENG IMPORT 
FROM $3.99/SF PLT. CORK 50+ CHOICES 

FROM $2.59 SF PLT. GLUE DOWN – BAMBOO, 
SLATE FROM $3.99/SF PLT – MOST IN STOCK 

AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A 
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC

250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

mobile (250) 551-TIME (8463)

Jim Pownall 
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER 
FRAME HOMES

Crane Service
New Denver • BC

250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

HALL LUMBER 
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 
10 am to 5 pm

PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd. 

Edgewood, BC

• Registered Septic System 
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete • 

• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock • 
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel • 

• Dump Trucks • Excavator • 
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete • 

• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Indoor Garden 
Supplies

Castlegar
250-304-2911

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance
jim@jemsgas.com

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
            TimberFrame Homes
    Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall

Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding

Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales

                 dave@maddentimber.com
                          250 265 1807

Wired by Alex
Electrical Contracting Ltd

Alex Joseph

250-358-7721

Crescent Bay 
Construction Ltd.

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431 
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Leaf Cabinetry
Residential & commercial 

cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441 
www.leafcabinetry.com

Highland Creek 
Contracting

• Excavating • Dump truck • 
Premium garden soil • Lawn 

installation • Landscaping 
Call for an estimate 

Pete Schwartz
250-358-2199

cell: 250-505-4347
highlandcreekcontracting@gmail.com

Yarns, Fabrics, Fibres
Open Wed-Sat 10:30 - 4:30 • 250-551-6509

sewmuchmoreyarn.com
Storefront, 304 6th Ave. • New Denver

LARRY the LAWN GUY
• Lawn care • Spring clean-up • Pruning 

• Odd jobs • Yard waste removal 
Call Larry “the lawn guy”

250-265-7281 • 250-358-7772
Serving Silverton to Nakusp & all points in between.

CLASSIFIED ADS

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-269-7280

BONDED Journeyman carpenter • Licenced (Canadian) 
Sub-contractor • Licenced (US) Contractor. 

www.manciaconstruction.ca

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silveridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

WANTED

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing

• Concrete Stamping and Acid 
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting

• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

           Patrick Baird
            250-354-8562
              elementconcrete.ca

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations 
of  Wood Burning Appliances

WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

PETS

EPONA ENTERPRISES INC.
Meeting all your electrical 

needs with friendly 
professional service. 

Call Ed Kostuch at 250-265-8091

K & A
Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services

Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210

wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

FOR SALE

HEALTH

HELP WANTED

NOTICES

SEWING

THE BROKEN POT 
GARDEN CENTRE

Trees, shrubs, annuals, 
perennials, and edibles

10 km south of Kaslo • 4899 Hwy 31
Tues-Sat 9-5 • 250-353-7456

Nakusp Redi-Mix
serving the Kootenays since 1973

New Crushed Gravel
Edgewood • Nakusp • Trout Lake • Kaslo
DAVE WEATHERHEAD

250-265-4311 (ph) 
nakuspredimix@gmail.com

LOST

livingroom, newer mobile home. Possible 
rent to purchase. Quiet Park. Call 250-
265-1730.

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes. 
Kootenay Containers. Sales & Rentals. 
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
PIANO AND FOLD-UP BICYCLE with 
case. Phone 250-265-3191.

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD 
JOURNEY: Monday and Thursday 
mornings, 9-10:30 am. Honour your body 
by reducing stress, building strength, 
flexibility and balance. Upper story of the 
fire hall in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from 
New Denver. Open to all levels. Come 
and share mindfulness and the exultation 
of inner flow.
TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE with 
Tyson - Special Intro offer: 2 hour Thai 
massage for $50. Experience an ancient 
physiotherapy method for body/mind 
wellness. Available by appointment in the 
Slocan Valley and Nelson. Tyson Bartel 
250-226-6826 http://www.thaitouch.ca/

COOK WANTED for The Village Hearth, 
a year-round dinner restaurant opening 
this fall in New Denver. The Village 
Hearth will serve as much locally grown 
and produced food as possible. Hours of 
work will vary throughout the year; the 
restaurant will be open more hours during 

the summer than the winter. $20/hour. For 
the job description, email hcsfoodhub@
gmail.com. To apply, email resume and 
cover letter to hcsfoodhub@gmail.com by 
August 26 at 5 pm.

LOST SUP PADDLE in Hills on Slocan 
Lake. Black with white “Boardworks” 
label. Adjustable. If found or have any info, 
call 250-358-2365.

FOR INFORMATION ON AA, NA, 
OA, ACOA OR ALANON MEETINGS 
contact in New Denver: 358-7904 or 358-
7158; Nakusp 265-4216; Kaslo 353-2658; 
Slocan 355-2805; South Slocan 226-7705; 
Playmor Junction 359-7310.
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning 
for death and advice for alternative funeral 
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE 
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-
352-6008 preventeldRabuse@sbdemail.
com / www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca. 
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon 
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors 
Coordinating Society.

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE – 
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from 
home, no kennels, acres of fenced play area 
and river swims. Call now to book your 
dog’s vacation. 1-250-448-6553, www.
barknrollinn.com.

DOES YOUR DOG OR PUPPY frustrate 
you? Would you like to have the dog of your 
dreams? Would you like to confidently go 
anywhere with your dog? We can help. Go 
to www.proudofmydog.ca to find out how.

3 ONLY LOFTS FOR SALE in lovely 
New Denver: new high-quality build, 
spectacular views across to New Denver 
glacier and Valhalla Park, heated-slab 
with wireless thermostat, high efficiency 
fiberglass windows, propane fireplace-
ready, dedicated parking, 4 blocks to Slocan 
Lake. Lock and walk, hassle free. See 
Coldwell Banker listing.
TWO 5.4 ACRES – privacy, views, easy 
access, good gravity water and new septic 
systems. Gentle sloping 250-year-old forest, 
excellent sun exposure and garden climate. 
Six miles south of Silverton. Pictures, info: 
www.comfree.com/#218671 or 1-877-888-
3131. By appointment, call owner 250-
358-2364. $363,000. Also each property 
separately at $185,000. Also contact 
Aszjeca Burden Century 21 250-365-2111 
main office or 250-505-6545 cell.

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS 
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows, 
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the 
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high 
performing windows by Gentek. We also 
have lots of wood and metal doors in 
stock. Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250-
399-0079.

GERRY CONWAY  – Journeyman 
carpenter/builder. 250-265-3163.
SATELLITE AV TECH: Shaw, Telus, 
Bell, Xplornet etc; antennas, boosters, home 
theatre, wired & wireless systems; James, 
250-226-7236, tjfworks.ca
LANDLORDS: FORGET THE HASSLE. 
Peace of Mind Rental Management will 
screen applicants, collect the rent, inspect at 
regular intervals, answer tenants’ emergency 
calls, and arrange for repairs. 15 years of 

experience as landlords of three properties. 
Put our knowledge to work for you! 358 area 
only. 250-358-2119 or kaytrin@netidea.com.
SUE MISTRETTA, M.A. offers online 
counseling and counseling sessions in 
Silverton and Winlaw offices. Contact 
www.handandsoul.ca or 358-2177.

RUSTY VOLKSWAGON bus/van with 
split front windshield. Any information 
please call 403-527-4648.

submitted
Since April 1, the BC Wildfire Service 

has responded to 82 wildfires in the 
Southeast Fire Centre region that have 
burned 329 hectares. Forty-six of these fires 
were lightning-caused and 36 are suspected 
to be human-caused. 

Anyone found in contravention of an 
open burning prohibition may be issued a 
violation ticket for $1,150, required to pay 
an administrative penalty of $10,000 or, if 
convicted in court, fined up to $100,000 
and/or sentenced to one year in jail. If 
the contravention causes or contributes 
to a wildfire, the person responsible may 
be ordered to pay all firefighting and 
associated costs. As of August 6, the fire 
danger rating throughout much of the 

Number of abandoned campfires 
increased on long weekend

Southeast Fire Centre was low to moderate.
To report a wildfire, unattended 

campfire or open burning violation, call 
*5555 on a cellphone or call 1-800-663-
5555 toll-free. For the latest information 
on current wildfire activity, burning 
restrictions, road closures and air quality 
advisories, visit: www.bcwildfire.ca.
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Support the Valley Voice with 
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30 

Open Monday - Saturday
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Open Sunday, 11 am - 4 pm
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

WINTER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Open Thurs - Sun

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area. 
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver
250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290

email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm
Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

GIFTS

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30 

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC  V0G 1S0

HEALTH FOOD

ORGANIC PRODUCE • NATURAL 
MEDICINES • VITAMINS  • SUPPLEMENTS  

AND MORE

Rutabagas
Whole Foods Market

New Denver, BC  
316 Main Street
250-358-7900

FLOWERS
Fresh Floral Arrangements  

                   by Darlene
Green Acres Ventures

Weddings & Everyday Flowers
Delivery available 250-265-1379

email: greenacres@live.ca • www.greenacresnakusp.ca

Your ad could 
be here for only 

$11.00 + GST

COMMUNITY

REAL ESTATE

Bill Lander 
Realtor®
 
250-551-5652

bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley 
for the 14th year.

Offices in Nakusp, Nelson, 
Kaslo & Trail

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Serving the Slocan Valley
DIRECT: 250-226-7007

306 Broadway Street, Box 40, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
250-265-3635 office • 250-265-4430 fax

www.selkirkrealty.com • christinaharder@royallepage.ca

Christina Harder
Realtor®

submitted
It is always a good time to visit the 

Nakusp Public Library, but summer is 
a wonderful season to take refuge in 
this cool and comfortable place that 
has something for every member of the 
family, no matter what age or interest.

Summer fun from the Nakusp Public Library
Children are drawn to the new book 

101 Things for Kids to Do Outside 
which suggests fun activities such as 
racing snails, playing human croquet, 
brewing potions, setting traps, and more. 
Don’t Squash That Bug! is the curious 
child’s guide to insects and is filled 
with cool facts about our creepy, crawly 
neighbours. 

If you have a young friend who is 
an inspiring entrepreneur, Better Than a 
Lemonade Stand! offers small business 
ideas for children. There are many craft 

books and cook books for young ones, 
joke books, and many new books. As 
always, the library offers a full plate of 
summer activities for children as well 
as the province-wide summer book 
club – all free.

If your family is planning a trip, 
check out the travel books along with 
books on hiking, fishing, bicycling, 
ATVing, and more. Currently there is a 
display of such books, and a few of the 
favourite picks are Where Locals Hike in 
the West Kootenay, The Great Western 
Canada Bucket List and Fresh Water 
Fishing Tips from the Pros.

If you are planning a trip, you may 
want to take along a CD audiobook to 
listen to. There is a good selection of 
titles and choices that will please any 
age or interest, and many that the whole 
family can enjoy together. Listening to 
a good yarn will help make the miles 

fly by.
Cook books on salads, grilling, 

and preserving are popular this time of 
year, and the Library has an excellent 
selection. Gardening and building 
books – two of the library’s strongest 
collections – are in demand during this 
season.

Summer offers a good excuse to read 
something less than a classic – a beach 
read, such books are sometimes called. 

It can be relaxing to read something 
that doesn’t tax the brain but keeps the 
pages turning. However, there is nothing 
better in the summer than Huckleberry 
Finn. It is The Perfect summer read, and 
the library has this in audio book and 
hardbound copy. The library is a lovely 
spot to stop by on your way to the beach 
or any old time. It is your library and is 
here to serve you and yours. It is a place 
of discovery for everyone.

submitted
Over 2015/16, Columbia Basin 

residents and communities benefited 
from more than $31 million in programs 
and services delivered by Columbia 
Basin Trust, helping residents as they 
work to strengthen the region’s social, 
economic and environmental well-being.

The Trust’s revenues reached $48 

Columbia Basin Trust on solid financial footing
million over the year, a substantial 
increase from the $29 million earned 
the previous year. This increase was 
due largely to the Waneta Expansion 
becoming fully operational and a new 
power sales agreement for Arrow Lakes 
Generating Station. The additional 
revenues enabled the Trust to deliver $31 
million in benefits to the region. 
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by Art Joyce
Kootenay Sufferfest is on the 

move. What began as a small local 
event in Kaslo seven years ago on 
Labour Day has grown to include 
events throughout the year in Kaslo, 
New Denver and Nakusp. According 
to spokesperson Claire Paradis, 
there’s been an effort by organizers to 
include not just international athletes 
aiming for their professional best but 
anyone looking to get outside and 
get active.

“It’s about getting people out 
into the beauty that’s around us, our 
clean air and our beautiful trails,” 
says Paradis. “We had an athlete 

Kootenay Sufferfest includes young and old, pro and novice
from New York City come to do the 
Idaho Peak course, but we also have 
more community-oriented events for 
people who may be just starting to do 
this kind of thing.”  

Events began this year on May 
13-15 with Nakusp Invitational 
3-day Stage Race, combining the 
12-km Nakusp Hot Springs Hill 
Climb, moving onto the Nakusp-
New Denver-Summit Lake Road 
Race, and finishing with the Nakusp 
Criterium Points Race in the village’s 
downtown. This was followed on 
May 28 with the Nakusp Half 
Marathon and 5-km Fun Run/Walk. 
The Half Marathon is described 

as “a spectacular and challenging 
single-loop course of the surrounding 
country and hillside of beautiful 
Nakusp. A combination of country 
road (some dirt, some paved), trail, 
and two short sections of highway 
(1-3 km in length each).” Paradis says 
the 5-km course is designed for even 
entry-level participants and people 
of all ages. “Here in Nakusp we 
have Jean Lancaster, she runs every 
single day, she’s one of those amazing 
people who’s been active her whole 
life, and she’s done it. And we’ve had 
six-year-olds do this race.”

Continuing in the family-friendly 
vein is the Burton Amazing Relay 

and Race, held this year on June 18 
at the Burton Historical Park. Paradis 
describes it as a “paddlethon” that 
gets people out on Arrow Lake in 
their kayaks but it’s also a triathlon 
combining paddling, biking and 
running on both a short (10.5 km) and 
a long (26 km) course. “It’s a fun day, 
lots of people come out and cheer. I 
actually did it myself this year.” 

For the more hardcore athletes, 
there’s the Idaho Peak Ultra Trail 
Marathon, a grueling 40-km event 
scaling the heights of the legendary 
peak. This is the event that draws 
international competitors looking to 
shave fractions of a second off their 
personal bests. Of course, anyone 
who feels up to the challenge may 
register. This, and the 10-km trail 
run from Three Forks to New Denver 
along Galena Trail, happened July 24 
this year.

The 10-km trail run event this 
year featured several locals. Devon 
Duerichen, 13-year-old New Denver 
resident placed 8th overall, Teo 
Elsmore, 16-year-old from Silverton 
10th, David Hartman of Winlaw 
12th, Brian Mills of New Denver 
19th, Gabriel Nemiroff, 13-year-old 
from New Denver 30th, Elias (11 
years old) and Silas Lampimaki (12 
years old) of Nakusp 47th and 48th 

respectively.    
The year’s events all lead to the 

traditional Labour Day weekend 
main event September 3-5. Races 
start Saturday in Kaslo with the 50-
km Milford Mountain Marathon, the 
12-km Trail Run and KSCU Kids 
Races. This will be the last year for 
the 100-km Galena Ghost race that 
ends in New Denver on Sunday – in 
future, this will be a stage race. Other 
events that day include the 40-km 

and 15-km cross-country mountain 
bike races. Paradis says organizers 
wanted to introduce an element of fun 
this year so Sunday evening in New 
Denver will be the Denim Criterion 
race – wear your denims to reflect the 
more relaxed, inclusive nature of this 
event. Any kind of bike is allowed 
and participants are encouraged to 
‘bribe’ the judges. Sufferfest winds 
up in Nakusp Monday with the 
SufferCross, Off-road Duathlon, 
Junior Off-road Duathlon, and 
Sufferfest Corporate Challenge, 
whose winner will receive a beautiful 
new bike. 

“SufferCross is new here but it’s 
getting pretty popular,” says Paradis. 
“It’s a running biking obstacle course. 
It’s sort of like a portage with a bike.”    

And if meeting personal goals 
isn’t incentive enough, there are prizes 
to be won. Marin Bikes will offer two 
beautiful bikes this year as prizes. A 
tracking system known as Spots not 
only ensures no one will ever get lost, 
the company also offers prizes. 

Paradis says the corporate and 
community support for Sufferfest has 
been phenomenal, from the federal 
government Job Creation Partnership 
program, to local municipal support, 
corporate support and community 
business sponsorship. No event 
of this scale can succeed without 
strong volunteer support. Paradis 
estimates about 100 people volunteer 
for Sufferfest.

“Our volunteers are just great,” 
says Paradis. “They always go 
the extra mile, even when they’re 
suffering. But we don’t make them 
run 40 kilometres, thank God.”

For start  t imes and other 
i n f o r m a t i o n  v i s i t  w w w .
kootenaysufferfest.com. 
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by Art Joyce
A track setter owned by the Valhalla 

Hills Nordic Ski Club was stolen from 
the north Slocan Valley rail trail in Hills 
on approximately July 30. The equipment 
was kept in the brush just on the side 
of the rail trail, close to Tim Sanders’ 
property between Hills and Summit Lake. 

“It’s a pretty heavy piece of 
equipment, so we just put it to one side of 
the trail when we’re finished with it,” says 
club member Scott Kipke. “Someone 
would have to either have a truck or load 

Ski trail track setter stolen in Hills
it onto a quad; it’s not something you just 
pick up and walk away with.” 

Member Kip Drobish, who originally 
purchased the track setter and donated 
it to the club, says the replacement cost 
could be close to $1,000 although it was 
bought for less than that. The club has 
about 50 members and estimates that 
100 people use the ski trail each winter. 

“When something like this happens 
it doesn’t sit well, for sure,” says Kipke. 
“We’re a volunteer club and this is an 
expensive piece of equipment.” 

The track setter was not insured. 
Kipke finds it odd that this particular 
piece of equipment was stolen. “We have 
an old track setter sitting in the bush that 
had been used for 50 years and it never 
went missing. There’s not a lot of use for 
it other than track setting. We do have 
backup units but they’re nowhere near 
as good as the one that went missing.”

Kipke says the board will discuss 
whether to open a file with the 
RCMP. Anyone with a lead can email 
hillsnordic@gmail.com. 

by Jan McMurray
The RDCK has received $176,500 

from Bike BC for the South Slocan 
Community Greenway project. 

This funding is for improvements 
at Crescent Valley Beach and in the 
South Slocan area of the rail trail, 
including the pedestrian tunnel under 
the highway.

Area H Community Works funding 
of $200,000 has also been allocated to 

RDCK gets Bike BC grant for South Slocan Greenway project
the Crescent Valley beach project.

Joe Chirico, General Manager of 
Community Services at the RDCK, 
reports that they are waiting to hear 
from the CBT on their Recreation 
Infrastructure grant application for the 
same greenway project. “The scope of 
the project depends on the funding we 
get, so we’re waiting for CBT to know 
what’s in the basket. Then we can start 
the detailed project planning,” he said.

BikeBC is the Province’s cost-
sharing program that helps communities 
build cycling projects that attract and 
support commuter and tourism cyclists. 
The funding is part of ‘BC on the Move,’ 
the government’s 10-year transportation 
plan. The ministry committed to $18 
million over three years to cost-share 
with local governments on projects like 
bike trails, pedestrian bridges, multi-use 
paths and shoulder bikeways.

by Jan McMurray
Camping at the Halfway River 

Hotsprings recreation site north of 
Nakusp is no longer free. The site has 
been upgraded with new campsites 
and enhanced parking. A site host has 
been hired, and a camping fee has been 
instituted.

As of August 15, it costs $12 a night 
($6 a night for seniors) to camp at the 
Halfway rec site. The provincial website 
says: “Due to ongoing site abuse, a site 
host will be hired to manage the Halfway 
River Hotsprings Recreation Site. These 
fees will be collected under partnership 
agreement on behalf of the Ministry of 
Forests Lands and Natural Resource 

Halfway River Hotsprings rec site upgraded
Operations and will be used to mitigate 
site abuse and offset the cost of providing 
this service.”

The fees will be collected May 1 to 
October 31.

Rec Sites and Trails BC invested 

more than $50,000 in the site last month. 
There are now 12 campsites accessible 
by vehicle, and 10 walk-in tenting sites. 
There is also a shelter for changing and six 
outhouses on site. Visit sitesandtrailsbc.ca 
for more information.

submitted
The time is almost here when the 

Friends will meet at Old Arrow Park, 
on Saturday, August 13. This beautiful, 
relaxing, park-like site is the place to meet 
old friends and make some new ones.

The yearly meeting is at 4 pm 
followed by a potluck, great music and 
a great time to visit. All are welcome so 

Friends of Old Arrow Park meet this weekend
be sure to bring your favourite dish and 
lawn chair. 

For this occasion ferry service has 
been extended until 11 pm on Saturday 
night. Usually at this time of year the 
weather is good. It’s been sunny on this 
day as long as anyone can remember and 
the ferry trip across the lake is a great 
experience as well. 

The beautiful Nakusp Waterfront Walkway was on the route of both Kootenay Sufferfest events on May 28 this year – the Half Marathon and the 5K Fun Run.
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Our water-borne 
technology is just 
as long-lasting and 
effective, but much 
easier on you and 
your environment.

Each of our non toxic paints, water based wood stains, 
natural wood finishes and other coatings are designed for 
maximum performance and easy soap and water cleanup. 
So discover BRODA® PRO-TEK-TOR, BRODA® CLARITY 
or BRODA® PRO-THANE, and extend the life of your 
planet and your brushes and rollers from old fashioned 
toxic cleaners and solvents.

BRODA® PRO-TEK-TOR Water-borne 
 Natural Oil Finish

Because wood naturally contains water, it penetrates deeply – even 
if the surface is damp or the wood is green. Natural Oils and rich 
pigments are carried into the surface of the wood where they provide 
the greatest protection.

BRODA® Clarity 100% Water-based Acrylic Finishes

The natural affinity of water to wood, concrete and stone, combined 
with the ultra small size of the acrylic particles, allows for fast, deep 
penetration. Cold weather, high humidity, damp or dry substrates are 
no problem, allowing application virtually year round in many climates.

How water-borne oil finishes work:
1. Natural oil is temporarily bonded to water, 
pigments are suspended in this liquid. Apply as 
much to the wood as can be absorbed.
2. Water opens the cells of the wood, promoting 
deep penetration, carrying oil and pigment into dry, 
damp or even green wood.
3. Water evaporates, leaving oil bonded to the 
wood, locking in pigments.
4. Fungal resistent finish repels water, and 
resists UV damage while allowing wood to breathe. 
This is important to avoid buildup of mold or fungus.

Available at:

GALLERY

August 10 - 27: Summer Group Show

August 30 - September 17: Patrizia MENTON

September 20 - October 8: David NIXON

STUDIO CONNEXION GALLERY proudly presents its 8th exhibition 
   season.

Gallery Hours: Tuesday to Saturday from 11 am to 4 pm or by appointment 250.265.3586
203 Fifth Avenue, Nakusp

submitted
If you missed Lesley Anderton’s 

Nakusp presentation of The Geological 
History of the Slocan and Kootenay 
Basins, you have another opportunity 
on August 20 at the Legion Hall in 
Slocan. The event will be opened at 
noon by Marilyn James, Matriarch 
of the Sinixt Nation, followed by 
a luncheon (by donation) and an 
educational visual slide presentation, 
concluding with a field trip to the 
Slocan River, where Slocan Lake 
drains into the river. Everyone is 
welcome and tourists, in particular, can 
learn the amazing geological history of 
this area of British Columbia. Rock 
climbers will also be interested in 
the information about the rocks in 
this area.

The presentation teaches the 
geological history going back millions 
of years including the formation 

Geological history presentation in Slocan City, August 20
of continents and the various rock 
formations and mountains in the area. 
It explains what these rocks tell us 
about the history of the mountains, 
water and land formations. This 
presentation deepens our connection 
to this place and our knowledge of the 
landscapes that surround us, support 
our survival, and provide a significant 
portion of hydroelectric power to the 
rest of the province.

Anderton, a retired Selkirk College 
instructor, grew up in Lancashire in the 
north of England where she came to 
love the outdoors. Having gained a 
BA (with honours) degree in Geology 
and Geography from Keele, she won 
a Commonwealth Scholarship to 
study at UBC. After completing her 
master’s degree she returned to work 
in England at Malham Tarn Field 
Centre in the Yorkshire Dales. 

In 1969 Anderton began her 35-

year career at Selkirk College, where 
she taught first and second year geology 
and geography courses and developed 
the Geology, Landforms and Soils 
course. In addition she developed 
a first-year Environmental Science 
Course for non-science majors. In the 
summers she frequently worked on 
terrain analysis mapping with Dr. June 
Ryder, author of Geological Hazards 

of the Perry Ridge Benchlands, who 
expressed grave concerns about the 
potential effects of logging the Perry 
Ridge uplands.

Anderton has always been 
interested in sharing her love of 
the natural environment with non-
geologists and enjoys giving talks on 
local geology and leading field trips. 
Her appeal has been demonstrated 

over the decades as a much loved 
instructor, and her knowledge is 
extensive and irreplaceable. 

The Perry Ridge Water Users 
Association,  which hosts the 
event, invites attendees to bring 
their video equipment to record the 
presentation for future reference. (See 
advertisement in this issue of The 
Valley Voice.)
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The Slocan Lake Gallery Society 

presents Sean Ashby’s one-man band 
show – six guitars onstage, including 
lap steel, acoustic and electric, with 
beats and bass. 

Chances are, if you’ve had a 
radio on today, you’ve heard his 
guitar playing. As one of North 
America’s go-to guitarists, Sean 
Ashby has played and recorded with 
Sarah McLachlan, Delirium, Ginger 
(former Grapes of Wrath), and many 
more. With McLachlan, he earned 
four US platinum record awards and 
a Canadian Diamond, and a host of 
other awards.

This is the multi-talented guitarist, 
songwriter, producer and independent 
artist’s launch tour for his two new 
albums ‘Lodestone and Iron’ and ‘Surf 
Guitar Smash Hits.’ 

Now touring yearly across North 
America, Sean has produced five solo 
albums, featuring many of his original 
songs. He loves playing ‘surf guitar’ as 
well, and has produced a new album 
dedicated to this high energy genre. 

Woven into this story is the 
decision on Sean’s part to go solo 
with his considerable songwriting, 
performing and producing talents.  
The touring schedule can be grueling, 
but Sean enjoys playing all types of 

submitted
Kaslo’s Chamber is initiating a 

program to bring greater awareness 
of local contractors and services 
operating in the area. The program 
will provide information on a wide 
range of entrepreneurs who can 

Kaslo Chamber launches ‘Locals Can Do It’ program
be contacted through the Chamber 
office.

This program runs parallel 
to the ‘Buy Local’ promotion 
and highlights the fact that our 
marketplace has a wide range of 
talent, and going outside the area 

is often not necessary and more 
costly. Patronizing local businesses 
promotes overall community 
prosperity and creates employment. 

 “People new to the area often 
assume they have to go to larger 
centres to find a general contractor, 
for example. We want to make it 
easy for prospective customers 
to connect with the talent pool in 
the community,” stated Chamber 
President John Addison.

The process involves compiling 
a database of all relevant businesses 
– whether they are members of the 
Chamber or not. This information 
will be categorized by type of 
business so that when a member 
of the public contacts the Chamber 
office, they will be provided the 
names in any particular category. The 
same information will be available 
on the Chamber’s website – which 
is being completely rebuilt at the 
present time.

Any businesses that want their 
names to be included are encouraged 
to call the Chamber office at 353-
3464.

Kaslo Chamber of Commerce 
is a not-for-profit organization 
dedicated to advancing the interests 
of businesses in Kaslo, Ainsworth, 
Meadow Creek, and all points 
between.

venues, meeting people, and seeing the 
country. He has also posted some great 
videos of his travels and performances 
to his website.

Sean has played in our beautiful 
area on previous tours –  at the 
Silverton Gallery, at the Mercado 
restaurant and at the Unity Fest. 

For new fans or older, this will 

Rocker Sean Ashby to play Silverton August 23
be a chance to hear Sean in top form, 
performing his new material and to 
pick up a CD or two. There will be 
snacks for sale.

Tuesday, August 23 at 8 pm, 
Memorial Hall in Silverton. $15 at the 
door only – no advance tickets. More 
info at www.seanashby.com, www.
silvertongallery.ca

Guitar Great Sean Ashby will play at Silverton Memorial Hall August 23rd.


